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ABSTRACT 

The importance of intellectual property research has been increasingly 

addressed in the recent decades. Patent, which is highly structured textual data, is one 

of the most important types of intellectual property. It's widely accepted that patent 

documents contain valuable information for industry, business, law and policy making 

community. Creative solutions, business trends, technological details, and their 

relationships can be discovered when a thorough analysis is made. However, the gap 

between current knowledge and the demand from innovators and entrepreneur is still 

huge. Current computer-aided design (CAD) systems lack capabilities for supporting 

some design activities, especially during the conceptual design stage. The manual 

work required for building an ontology library can be time-consuming and error-

prone. Besides, there is no dedicating ontology library for support engineering design. 

Attempts of applying natural language processing techniques to support conceptual 

design activities are still rudimentary. More transdisciplinary research is desirable in 

order to move the field forward. Finally, most existing patent analysis methods rely on 

patent citation data to yield a statistical interpretation. These four reasons motivate this 

research which aims at satisfying potential requirements from inventors and 

entrepreneurs who are interested in discovering, improving, realizing, and 

commercializing new technologies and inventions.  

The proposed research integrates knowledge from disciplines such as 

engineering design theories, statistics, linguistics, computer science and software 

engineering. The successful implementation of the research will enable engineers, 

inventors and entrepreneurs to analyze the content of up-to-date patents during the 

conceptual design of new products and the development of new technologies more 

efficiently. This will spark for more innovations, help avoid patent infringement and 

thus reinforce the competitiveness of the America. Main scopes in the proposed 

research includes: a new tree construction algorithm for building patent claim tree 

based on the ontology library, a comparison algorithm for determining infringement 

probability between two arbitrary patents, a tree-based patent knowledge 
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representation method and a feature generation method based on the proposed 

knowledge representation for clustering, an interactive visualization approach which 

will display clustering results in accordance with user preference, and a software 

licensed under the GNU General Public License, version 3.0 (GPLv3) that will satisfy 

all deliverables above with user-friendly graphics user interface (GUI).  

Data sources of the proposed research include online patent documents 

retrieved from the United States Patent and Trademark Offices (USPTO), knowledge 

documented in engineering handbook and dictionaries, natural language processing 

models from Stanford University, and WordNet from Princeton University. The 

validation of the proposed methods will be carried out by using the holdout validation 

scheme and by comparing against manual analysis results. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Statement of Research 

As the most important form of intellectual property rights, patents contain 

valuable information for inventors and entrepreneurs. To take advantage of patent 

documents in a more efficient and effective manner, the author develops a novel 

framework for analyzing and visualizing relationships among patent documents. This 

framework combines the author‘s efforts in information retrieval (IR), natural 

language processing (NLP), machine learning (ML), ontological engineering, and 

engineering design theories. The successful implementation of the author‘s framework 

allows computers to automatically investigate creative solutions hidden within patent 

textual information and could help users to avoid possible patent infringement (e.g., 

the recent Apple versus Samsung lawsuit over smartphone design). The resulting 

visualization and identification outcome could benefit engineering designers and 

potential entrepreneurs by uncovering the relationships represented as patent 

networks. The author expects that it could be useful during the conceptual stage of 

engineering design for identifying technological evolution, knowledge transfer 

between disciplines and technologies, and the contributions of specific, innovative 

design concepts. These activities could be beneficial for processes of invention, 

innovation, and competitiveness for U.S. entrepreneurs in the next decades. The 

research work produces five interrelated deliverables: 

 A dedicated engineering ontology library containing knowledge obtained 

through up-to-date patents and a novel method for generating the library 

automatically by combining information retrieval techniques, domain expert 

knowledge, and natural language processing techniques. 

 A new tree construction algorithm for building patent claim trees based on the 

ontology library and a comparison algorithm for determining infringement 

probability between two arbitrary patents. 
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 A tree-based patent knowledge representation method and a feature generation 

method based on said knowledge representation for clustering. 

 An interactive visualization approach that displays clustering results in 

accordance with user preference. A software licensed under the GNU General 

Public License, version 3.0 (GPLv3) that satisfies all the deliverables above 

with friendly graphics user-friendly interface (GUI). 

1.2 Motivation 

The gap between current knowledge and the demand from innovators and 

entrepreneur is still huge. First of all, current computer-aided design (CAD) systems 

lack capabilities for supporting some design activities, especially during the 

conceptual design stage. Some researchers have even concluded that it is never 

possible to compensate for ―poorly conceived design concepts‖ in later design stages. 

The manual work required for building an ontology library can be time-consuming 

and error-prone. Besides, there is no dedicating ontology library for supporting 

engineering design. Attempts to apply natural language processing techniques to 

support conceptual design activities are still rudimentary. More transdisciplinary 

research is desirable in order to move the field forward. Finally, most existing patent 

analysis methods rely on patent citation data to yield a statistical interpretation. 

However, a patent may require a significant amount of time to accumulate sufficient 

information about its ultimate forward citations for analysis. This means that 

―citations-based analysis will never be usable for evaluation of current or very recent 

innovations‖. Given the four reasons above, the motivation of this research is to bridge 

such gap and to meet requirements from inventors and entrepreneurs who are 

interested in discovering, improving, realizing, and commercializing new technologies 

and inventions.  

1.3 Main Objective 

This project can help create scientific approaches and tools that could aid 

entrepreneurial engineering activity over the next 20 years and promote the application 
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of novel scientific advances into innovative technological applications. These 

activities center on the use of data mining, natural language processing, and patents as 

data sources for engineering design intent; use of ontological approaches for modeling 

engineering design objectives and devices; and use of computational approaches and 

unsupervised machine learning for analyzing networks of design data. The research 

develops computational methods and tools to identify and visualize relationships 

among related technological concepts for engineering designers and entrepreneurs. 

This reproducible framework and associated implementation could potentially be 

useful for identifying technological evolution, knowledge transfer between disciplines 

and technologies, potential infringement between inventions and the contributions of 

specific, innovative design concepts. 

1.4 Research Question 

Given the fact that a huge gap currently exists between the requirements and 

needs from engineering designers and current knowledge, the main research 

hypothesis in this dissertation centers on how to bridge it: What is a computational 

approach that can be used for identifying and visualizing innovation in patent 

networks? As indispensable parts of the main hypothesis, the following questions are 

also answered in the research activities: 

 What kind of computational model can be used to allow computer to extract 

and identify ontologies from patent documents? 

 What algorithm could allow a computer to automatically interpret design 

intentions for users?  

 What kind of computational method can help in distinguishing patent content 

and avoiding patent infringement? 

 Finally, having a dedicated ontology library and knowledge representation, 

what kind of approach can be introduced to automatic identify technological 

trends, requirements, and corresponding solutions from patent documents? 
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1.5 Significance 

What‘s the significance of this study? A study released in April 2010 provided 

an indirect answer to this question. In the study, two primary drivers for American 

economic growth and job creations were intellectual property (IP) rights and 

innovation [1]. As the author of the study also pointed out, IP-sensitive industries not 

only helped stimulate U.S. exports but also invested more in research and 

development (R&D), which, in return, strengthened America‘s competitiveness [1]. 

Among all forms of intellectual property, the patent is the most important one. The 

World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) estimated that patents recorded 90% 

to 95% inventions in the world. Scholars agreed that careful analysis of patent 

documents could lead to valuable information for engineering designs such as design 

solutions, business trends, technological details, and the relationships between them 

[2]. On the other hand, the U.S. Patent Statistics released by the United States 

Trademark and Patent Office (USPTO) show that the number of annually granted 

patents has been doubled in the last two decades (shown in Figure 1-1) [3]. Therefore, 

the large number of new publications and the rapid pace of technological change also 

motivate the need for more effective tools. Only by providing such tools to engineers, 

inventors and entrepreneurs, could they analyze the content of up-to-date patents 

during the conceptual design of new products and the development of new 

technologies more efficiently. This, in return, will spark for more innovations, help 

avoid patent infringement and thus reinforce the competitiveness of the United States. 
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Figure 1.1 U.S. Design Patent and Utility Patent Grants (1991-2011) [3] 

1.6 Disciplines to be Integrated 

Disciplines integrated in the research include engineering design theories, 

statistics, linguistics, computer science and software engineering. The engineering 

design research has provided a solid foundation for defining the interplay between 
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requirements and actions for satisfying those needs. To discover and extract design 

information from an invention document, design theories such as Axiomatic Design 

and the theory of inventive problem solving (TRIZ) are necessary. As the most of 

inventions are documented and explained in natural language, language models are 

indispensable for processing natural language under the aid of modern information 

technology. The language models are usually statistical and linguistic in nature. 

Therefore, both of these two disciplines need to be integrated naturally. Finally, the 

implementation of research scopes requires designing and coding new software which 

are related to computer science and software engineering. These two disciplines need 

to be integrated in order to realize the concrete implementation. 

1.7 Scope of Work 

Table 1.1 summarizes research activities and how the author plans to realize 

them. The data sources include two types: engineering patents and knowledge from 

engineering handbooks. Engineering patents, including both granted and in-

application from the United State Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) online 

database serves as the primary data source. Engineering handbooks and dictionaries 

provide preliminary knowledge for generating a preliminary ontology library which 

forms a language model. 

Table 1.1 Research Plan and Expected Deliverables 

Task Deliverables 

Task 1. Develop 

engineering patent 

ontologies 

1. An ontology library that includes collections of 

components, implementations, and physical properties. 

2. A hybrid reasoning algorithm for candidate ontology 

extraction. 

3. A patent ontology corpus that benefits future machine 

learning. 
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Task 2. Develop patent 

claim tree generation 

method and tree 

comparison algorithm 

1. A tree generation method based on ontological library 

obtained in the previous task. 

2. Recursive tree comparison algorithm to determine the 

possible point where the infringement occurs. 

Task 3. Develop tree-

based knowledge 

representation, 

mapping method, and 

perform parametric 

study on clustering 

algorithm 

1. A tree-based mapping algorithm. 

2. Knowledge representation vectors for the content of 

patents via mapping against the ontology library. 

Task 4. Identify and 

visualize relationships 

among patent networks 

1. Visualization of patent networks according to user 

interests. 

2. An open-source software that fully realizes all three 

tasks. 

 

1.7.1 Developing Engineering Patent Ontology Library 

The ontology library serves as the foundation to for the subsequent tasks which 

makes it the key one. To avoid time-consuming manual process and to improve the 

quality of ontologies, the author proposes to combine the following techniques and 

tools. Data-mining, natural language processing (NLP) and database operation will be 

integrated into the software to achieve the goal. Features of the said software include 

capability of information retrieval, reasoning, data manipulation, visualization and 

user-interactivity. The assumed work flow is as follow: (1) collecting candidate 

engineering terms from engineering handbooks and dictionaries to form prototype of 

ontology library. Proposed sources are listed in Table 3; (2) retrieving patent from the 

USPTO database and pre-processing; (3) applying natural language processing - part-
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of-speech (POS) tagging, parsing and stemming for semantics; (4) developing 

modified class-based N-gram model development; (5) validation, the output of this 

task can be validated via comparing against pre-determined label to obtain quantitative 

results. 

The validation of the first task will be two-fold. First, the ontology library can 

be compared against human work from a group of field experts to determine if the 

framework correctly characterizes and categorizes ontologies and instances. Second, 

the holdout validation scheme can measure the performance of the hybrid reasoning 

algorithm. In this method, a group of randomly selected patents are intentionally kept 

separate during the ontology library and n-gram model development. Once the library 

and the model are completed, this holdout dataset will be fed to the algorithm to 

determine its accuracy. Note that it is possible that the ontology library may categorize 

some terms inaccurately. If this happens, it will affect the characteristic vector 

generation described in the next steps. However, because the distance calculation is 

made based on the differences between two vectors, it is theoretically less likely that 

this mishap will affect clustering results.  

1.7.2 Patent Claim Tree Formation and Similarity Computation 

Two subtasks involved in computing claim similarity are (1) claim tree 

formation and (2) claim tree similarity measure. As the name implies, the first task 

concentrates on forming a tree based on patent claims and ontology library while the 

later one intends to measure similarity between two arbitrary trees to determine its 

similarity. It‘s worthy to point out that the tree-to-tree comparison will take place 

while considering semantic means of an ontology which is different from traditional 

tree similarity measures. 

The tree similarity measure is inspired by the paper published by Xue et al. in 

2009 [4]. The first step measures similarity between nodes while considering their 

ontological means. The second one takes tree topology into consideration by 

measuring the cost of transforming one tree to another. Let   be a finite set of nodes, 
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   be the ontology label,   is a set of edges such that VVE  ,   and   are nodes in 

the tree,   is the domain of discourse, and     is the link between two ontologies. 

Similarity between nodes    (       ) is a set of mapping from two ontologies. The 

similarity calculation between two links takes place in the same way. The generated 

tree can be compared with human analysis result to obtain quantitative measure of the 

accuracy of the generation algorithm.  

1.7.3 Feature Definition and Distance Calculation 

In this subtask, the author carries out two research activities: (1) defining 

features and (2) calculating distances. The feature matrix yield from this subtask 

(patent networks) will serve as the input for clustering algorithm. Instead of using a 

traditional bag-of-words model, the author develops a ―bag-of-ontologies‖ model 

which not only takes the ontology hierarchy into consideration but also considers 

―importance‖ of an ontology based on the depth of node where it locates. Similar to 

the bag-of-words mode, the algorithm maps each patent tree against the list to 

determine its value. The simplest scheme is to assign ―1‖ if certain ontology appears in 

the certain layer of a patent and ―0‖ otherwise. 

As most of clustering algorithms require suitable parameters to yield 

satisfactory results, the focus of this subtask it to perform parametric study to 

determine the right parameters. The author applies clustering algorithm with different 

set of parameters (such Euclidean distance, cosine or correlation coefficient kernels) to 

the characteristic matrix first. Each clustered segment of the whole dataset shares a 

certain similarity among a list of features. By ranking obtained clusters in accordance 

with time, popular features are uncovered. 

1.7.4 Result Visualization and Software Development  

The software is written in Java for the sake of easier debugging and coding. 

The design of the software follows object-oriented paradigm (OOP) and open-close 

principle. The software concretely implements all algorithms and methods mentioned 

in research activities. The graphics user interface (GUI) will allow user to control the 
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progress and visualize the results at ease. Following tools and interfaces are adopted in 

the research in order to achieve the goal: 

 Eclipse – integrated development environment 

 Java Runtime Environment (JRE) 

 Stanford POS tagger – part-of-speech tagging model and interface 

 WordNet – lexicon database 

 MySQL community server – local database 

 SQLyog – user interface (UI) for MySQL server 

 Protégé – popular ontology editor 

 Cluto – open source clustering software 

 JWI – Jave WordNet Interface 

 Jsoup – HTML parsing toolkit 

 OWLAPI – ontology application programming interface 

 MySQL J-Connector – Java Database connectivity 

 Hibernate – Object Relational Mapping (ORM) toolkit (See Appendix A for 

more) 

 Logback – Logging framework (See Appendix B for more) 

 SLF4J – Simple Logging Facade for Java 

 Graphviz – Graph visualization software 

1.8 Dissertation Overview 

The organization of the dissertation is arranged as follow. The next chapter 

reviews the state-of-the-art research. Since the research concentrates on facilitating 

design activities with computational models, the review section includes disciplines 
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such as engineering design methodologies, innovation, computer-aided design trend, 

and clustering. Ontological engineering, natural language processing (NLP), patent 

network and analysis are also indispensable as they provide theoretical background 

and computational approach to achieve the goal. Chapter 3 summarizes the novel 

theoretical approaches developed and adopted in the research in order to achieve 

deliverables listed above. Those approaches include an innovative class-based n-gram 

model which allows the computer to identify the pertained class of an unseen word or 

a phrase. The patent claim tree generation method enables computer to analyze patent 

claims and form corresponding tree automatically. The novel tree similarity metric can 

measure similarity between two arbitrary patent claim trees and determine the tree 

transformation cost from one to another. The tree-based feature generation makes it 

possible to obtain feature matrix for clustering without losing valuable tree 

information. Chapter 4 details how the author carries out all theoretical approaches 

discussed in previous chapter practically. Because all of theories and methods are 

thoroughly explained in the chapter 3, the main purpose of the chapter 4 is to extend 

the discussion to the implementations and practical concerns such as determining the 

architect of the framework and appropriate data structures for optimal performance. 

Also, the experimental setup is briefed in chapter 4. Chapter 5 presents and discusses 

results of applying proposed methods to practical cases. The validations of the 

proposed methods are performed in either quantitative or in qualitative way if the 

quantitative measure is prohibitive. Also, a use case is provided in chapter 5 to show 

the how the approach can potentially benefit the industry in practice. Chapter 6 briefly 

summarizes the dissertation, compares the developed methods against other 

approaches in known literatures, and investigates possible future work that could lead 

to improvements of the proposed methods.   
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CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

This chapter outlines multidisciplinary work related to the author‘s 

aforementioned efforts in seven perspectives. In particular it situates the research work 

among approaches in computational methods and engineering design. Because 

innovation is broad activity, ―[t]he leaning towards cross-disciplinarity that 

characterizes much scholarly work in this area reflects the fact that no single discipline 

deals with all aspects of innovation. Hence, to get a comprehensive view, it is 

necessary to combine insights from several disciplines‖ [5]. The need for 

interdisciplinary research and educational approaches to design has been recognized 

and discussed in a series of NSF-sponsored workshops [6]. This research work is an 

exercise in transdisciplinary research and education in that it combines models and 

approaches from engineering design and computational methods to synthesize new 

methods and tools to identify and visualize relationships among related technological 

concepts. ―Transdisciplinary‖ education and research can transcend traditional 

disciplinary or organizational boundaries to enable the solution of unstructured 

problems by teams of people from diverse backgrounds [7-10]. 

2.1 Conceptual Design 

The most innovative and dynamic phase of the overall engineering design 

process happens during the conceptual design stage [11]. The key features and 

requirements of a product are determined at this stage which in return will affect the 

market success, quality, and cost of a product [12]. Some researchers have even 

concluded that it is never possible to compensate for ―poorly conceived design 

concepts‖ in later design stages [13]. Two possible strategies for meeting design 

requirements are to generate solutions using internal or external search methods. 

Surveys of descriptive studies of design processes have contrasted expert and novice 

designer behavior during this activity [14-16]. Concerning internal search, both novice 

and expert designers tend to be solution-focused, rather than problem-focused. 

However, experience with a specific technological domain (or discipline) leads to 
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rapid identification of a problem frame and a proposed solution conjecture. Designers‘ 

attention alternates between the problem and the solution (―co-evolution of problem 

and solution‖) by developing both ―spaces‖ together in conceptual design and 

―appositionally‖ seeking a ―matching problem-solution‖ pair [15]. Experienced 

designers draw upon their own knowledge, but their solutions may be biased by the 

limitations of their personal knowledge and experience. Alternatively, designers may 

search externally for design solutions (such as patents) that may satisfy the whole or a 

part of the design specifications or may spark the designers‘ own creativity [17].  

To help with conceptual design activities, formal methods used for 

representing functions during problem formulation can be used to describe a system‘s 

functions and how they interact [18, 19] for the purpose of communicating among 

designers and stakeholders, building group consensus, and supporting the development 

of innovative and collaborative designs [20]. Erdena et al. and van Eck et al. have 

compared and contrasted prominent approaches to functional modeling [21, 22], 

which can be divided into two categories: (1) ―functional basis‖ or ―black box‖ 

approaches that trace flows through a system and (2) those that create hierarchies of 

functions by alternating between functions and physical means, from systems to 

components. Engineering design researchers have proposed or developed databases 

for searching for physical means to provide functionality. Data mining should be 

useful for mining repositories of design intent (patents, electronic design notebooks 

[23], ―wikis‖ [24], three-dimensional shape searching [25], etc.). A notable challenge 

of repository-based approaches is the effort required to populate the repository as well 

as efforts to ensure consistency, usefulness, and uniqueness of the information stored 

within the repository.  

Figure 2.1 shows schematically the search for solution ideas in conceptual 

design. Following an analysis of the design requirements from the user perspective, 

the designers may want to search for design ideas in a patent database. The designers 

could be following function-based design and searching the patents for means to 

satisfy particular functions. They could be searching the patents for particular 
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structures or components, or they could be searching within TRIZ to find particular 

contradictions solved or specific principles used for solving them.  

Searching for patents may return a long list of patents. Regardless of the search 

objective and strategy employed, the designers need to go through the search results to 

find high value patents. Therefore, the developed framework can support the designers 

to be more effective and efficient in identifying the right patents. Following the patent 

search and ranking, the designers may analyze the designs found, check for originality 

(avoid patent infringement), and check feasibility. Conceptual design is then followed 

by detailed design, manufacturing, etc.  

However, despite research efforts and the advancement of information 

technology (IT), engineers still struggle in managing design activities during the 

conceptual design stage. Globalization forces engineers to minimize product design 

time in order to gain competitive edge. Meanwhile, commercial computer-aided 

design systems are incapable of capturing the functional intention, design 

environment, or creative processes followed. Rather, CAD systems focus on issues 

such as representing geometric modeling and the effects of geometric, parametric, or 

material property changes on the static and dynamic physical responses of components 

and assemblies [26, 27]. The combination of these two factors results in a large 

knowledge gap. 
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Figure 2.1 Searching for Solution Ideas in the Conceptual Design Activity 
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2.2 Innovation and the Role of Computer-Aided Design 

Innovation is an activity with broader scope than invention—including not 

only the implementation of a novel idea (such as a physical prototype), but also 

including its acceptance [28]. Efforts to explain and facilitate innovation have focused 

on searching for and building upon valuable ideas and existing technologies. 

Dominant designs and disruptive technologies have both been empirically observed to 

be synthesized from individual technological innovations that have appeared 

previously [29, 30]. Arthur characterized the development of a new technology as ―a 

[physical] phenomenon captured and put to use.‖ This involves the combination of 

existing technologies [31]: 1. Novel technologies arise by combination of existing 

technologies. 2. The availability of existing technologies provides the parts for 

combination, so that cumulation begets further cumulation, bootstrapping upward 

from the simple to the complex. 3. Technology builds out of both combination of 

existing technologies and the constant capturing and harnessing of additional natural 

phenomena.  

One need for potential inventors and innovators are tools to facilitate searching 

for potential design solutions from among existing technologies. Patent databases 

provide a rich source of technological information, if it can be used in an efficient and 

effective manner: it is estimated by the World Intellectual Property Organization 

(WIPO) that 90%-95% of the inventions in the world can be found in patented 

documents [32]. This work provides a means for classifying patents according to the 

level of invention (LOI), defined by the theory of inventive problem solving (TRIZ)—

which can be used as an approach for ranking patents according to impact. The 

potential benefits of using level of invention as opposed to other approaches for 

ranking the importance of patents—such as pure citation measures—are given below.  

The practice and tools of computer-aided design (CAD) have evolved in the 

direction of more collaboration [33, 34]. CAD provides analysis and optimization 

tools that can be applied to diverse systems composed of large numbers of components 

thereby reducing the labor required for engineering activities including drafting, 
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analysis, parametric studies, and optimization. Current CAD systems focus on 

representing geometric modeling and the effects of geometric, parametric, or material 

property changes on the static and dynamic physical responses of components and 

assemblies, rather than capturing the functional intention, design environment, or 

creative processes followed [26, 27]. Engineers, designers, and innovators must 

manually complete activities that occur at the initial design stage, such as functional 

requirement definition, gathering information about existing technologies, concept 

generation, and concept selection [35]. There is a need for computer-aided design 

(CAD) systems to assist in producing creative output. Robertson and Radcliffe 

identified a strategy for creativity support for future CAD: ―encourage the generation 

of creative ideas by providing access to alternative solutions to similar problems‖ [36]. 

In fact, creative ideas have become increasingly important in the rapidly changing 

global economy [37].  

Taking patents as the design repository of interest in the present study, a 

question arises: how can search results be ranked? One motivation of this paper is to 

provide an approach to spark designers‘ creativity by presenting them with innovative 

patents as they search for technological solutions. Patent documents provide existing 

design solutions to various problems; however, manually locating inventive or 

innovative patents in a large database through reading them one-by one is a time-

consuming process. To shorten the search process, it is necessary to assess in advance 

how innovative the inventions stored in the database are. Allen emphasized: 

―Searching their [the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office‘s] archives is an excellent way 

to spark an idea‖ [38], but as van Zeebroeck noted, some patents were not as 

innovative as others, which might mislead potential inventors [39].  

Future CAD should provide several tools for designers to interact with patent 

databases: 1. providing a search function based on keyword(s) from user input, 

simplifying laborious searching work from USPTO website directly; 2. providing 

patent citation measures (citation received and made/lag/originality/generality/etc…) 

over the list of patents generated from searching; 3. providing level of invention as an 
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index of inventiveness; 4. facilitating design information extraction (FR/DP set, 

conflicts, ontology, etc.); and 5. providing integrated machine learning for LOI 

prediction based on citation measures given by users.  

2.3 Ontological Engineering 

To encourage knowledge reuse and boost knowledge sharing among engineers, 

researchers have introduced ontological approaches to engineering fields that aim at 

supporting design activities, knowledge management, description of physical systems, 

etc. [40-42]. The concept of ontology initially was proposed for purposes of automated 

reasoning. Gruber [43] defines an ontology as an ―explicit specification of a 

conceptualization.‖ An ontology is considered as a structured, hierarchical way for 

describing domain knowledge. The use of ontologies has proven its usefulness in 

computer science through enabling knowledge sharing and reusability in software 

engineering [44]. In engineering design, an ontology-based data warehouse has been 

proposed to capture and reuse design knowledge such as processes, related documents, 

design schema, etc. The use of ontology definition provides interdependencies among 

design knowledge that can be represented in a way that computers can interpret [40]. 

Dori and Shpitalni suggested incorporating ontologies that not only could describe the 

characteristics of the product life cycle but also differentiate product lines. By doing 

so, description of the whole spectrum of a product life cycle is then possible [41]. 

Yoshioka et al. reported integrating a physical ontology into a support system that 

allowed users to manipulate models with greater flexibility [42]. In addition to 

supporting the modeling process, researchers also proposed that ontological 

approaches could also be helpful in analysis, risk management, concurrent 

engineering, reverse engineering, and manufacturing [45-48]. Wriggers et al. 

demonstrated the use of ontological engineering and reasoning to support intelligent 

engineering analysis. In their view, finite element analysis (FEA) could be more 

fruitful if decisions made during the analysis were based on an intelligent system, 

rather than personal expertise and experience [45]. Tserng et al. stated that risk 

management workflow and performance (risk identification, analysis, and response of 
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project risks) could be improved via an ontology-based risk management framework 

[46]. Roche illustrated the software environment of an ―Ontological Knowledge 

Station‖ to answer questions of knowledge sharing and understanding during 

concurrent engineering processes [47]. Lin and Harding investigated the possibility of 

using ontologies to model manufacturing system engineering knowledge [48]. Zanni-

Merk et al. demonstrated that ontology together with TRIZ could serve as a basis for 

developing software tools in concept formalization of inventive designs. They 

concluded that the intrinsic characteristics of ontology such as completeness and 

formality could help improve ―attitude and confidence‖ of engineers [49]. 

Research work regarding ontological engineering has yielded fruitful results, 

but these methods share a common drawback—they require a certain amount of 

manual work to generate ontologies which limits the usefulness of these studies in 

practice. Unfortunately, reported ontology constructor tools such as TextOntoEx 

couldn‘t provide satisfactory performance and required extensive resources for 

training a model [50]. Such a gap calls for a method that can generate a high-quality 

ontology from a knowledge source directly with little to no manual effort. Only when 

combined with such method, can the advantages of these studies be realized to their 

full extent. 

2.4 Natural Language Processing (NLP) and Information Retrieval (IR) 

One promising approach for generating an ontology is to apply both 

information retrieval and natural language processing techniques to a knowledge 

source. NLP is defined as a set of computational techniques for analyzing and 

representing text in order to achieve human-like language processing. The popular 

virtual personal assistant called Siri from Apple Inc. is a commercially successful 

example of embedding NLP into an electronic consumer product. The goal of natural 

language processing is considered to be natural language understanding (NLU) that is 

able to (1) paraphrase a given text, (2) translate between languages, (3) answer 

questions about the text content, and (4) draw inferences. Although tremendous 
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progress has been made for the first three steps, inference is still the critical barrier. 

Four categories of available methods consist of symbolic, statistical, connectionist, or 

a hybrid approach. Because the hybrid approach provides better flexibility when 

tackling a NLP problem, researchers use the strength of each approach in order to 

address the problem more effectively. Typical applications of NLP include 

information retrieval, information extraction, question answering, machine translation, 

summarization, and dialogue systems. The application of natural language processing 

techniques, which is especially required by other advanced data mining tasks, plays 

the key role in retrieving relevant information for text summarization [51]. Currently 

two types of automatic text summarization are used frequently: abstraction and 

extraction. The former method generates concise sentences by using sophisticated 

semantic analysis techniques that require comprehensive knowledge to clarify the 

ambiguity of words or phrases. On the other hand, the latter method simply extracts 

text from the source and arranges retrieved text in a selected order [2]. One prior work 

by the author was to apply data mining to the repository of U.S. patent documents in 

order to extract design intent, and the mined data could be used for populating design 

repositories [52]. Sheremetyeva combined NLP techniques with symbolic grammar 

formalisms and applied them to the claims section of patents to capture its structure 

and content [53]. Yang et al. used NLP to extract syntactic and semantic information 

from patents for forming thesauri that would be utilized for creating domain 

ontologies [54]. 

Few scholars have tried to wield the power of NLP in the conceptual design 

and innovation fields. The immature and complex nature of NLP not only contributes 

to this challenge, but the transdisciplinary research tasks required in such application 

further increase its difficulty. However, could such problem be solved, it would 

greatly benefit engineering design and innovation research. 
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2.5 Patent Search, Ranking, and Analysis  

Because patents serve as an important form of intellectual property protection 

and patent databases have been upgraded in recent years, patent searching has drawn 

the attention of researchers [55] [56]. Michel and Bettels summarized five types of 

searches in their paper [57]: 1. documentary search; 2. patentability search; 3. 

clearance/freedom-of-use type search; 4. infringement search; and 5. cancellation 

search. For patent examiners,  prior-art search facilitates the patent validation process 

by providing relevant patents published previously [55]. 

In addition to search approaches, the selection of relevant candidates among 

patent documents is important. As van Zeebroeck pointed out, not all patents are 

equally important in terms of innovativeness, which means that it is not advisable for a 

designer or potential inventor to ―grant them the same attention.‖ He also noted that 

the manual selection of important patents for further analysis has become more 

challenging today because the number of patent applications and patents granted has 

been rapidly increasing [39]. Efforts include patent value indicators which have been 

proposed by researchers in order to measure patent economic value, firm performance, 

and firm value. Jaffe and Trajtenberg demonstrated the use of patent citation counts 

for calculating measures such as originality, generality, patent lag, etc. [58]. In this 

paper, as described below, the authors used some of the backward-pointing measures 

proposed by Jaffe and Trajtenberg. Gambardella et al. estimated the determinants of 

private patent economic value by using the dataset from European EPO patents and 

the results of a survey questionnaire. They concluded  that the resource investment 

that led to the patent was an important determinant of the patent economic value and 

that the characteristics of an individual inventor were more important than the 

characteristics of the organization in which the inventor was employed [59]. Lanjouw 

and Schankermann developed an index for measuring ―quality‖ of a patent. The index 

is a composite index made of a linear combination of multiple observed indicators 

such as forward citations, backward citations, claims, and patent family size. They 

argued that multiple indicators can help dramatically reduce measure variance in 
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quality [60]. Narin showed that evaluation of scientific activities, basic statistical 

properties, and skewness of distributions could be obtained via publication and 

citation analysis. Later he showed that bibliometrics of patents and scientific literature 

shared remarkable similarity [61]. van Zeebroeck et al. discussed several issues 

regarding the measurement of technological specialization using patent data [62].  

Citation analysis is a commonly used tool for patent analysis [61]. Citations 

made in a patent are used to establish the ways in which a new invention builds upon 

and is different from prior art. In other words, patent citations represent the base upon 

which new claims stand in their attempt to advance a technology [63]. Harhoff et al. 

correlated citation frequency with the value of patented inventions in Germany and in 

the United States. The research showed that patents reported to be more valuable were 

more heavily cited in subsequent patents [63]. Hall et al. explored the linkage between 

patent citations and market value. They found a high marginal effect of additional 

citations per patent on market value. Specifically, the firm's market value increased by 

3% if the set of all patents held by the firm received one average additional citation 

[64]. 

In addition to citation analysis, many uses of patents to facilitate design 

activities also have been proposed. Cascini et al. proposed an automatic functional 

analysis for patent text to determine invention peculiarities; however, the authors 

indicated that the extraction techniques they adopted required a thesaurus of patent 

terms in order to reduce dependence on writing style [65]. Cascini and Zini reported a 

method of comparing patents based on hierarchical and functional interactions that 

have been extracted by software. It turns out that the framework may fail to provide 

the correct estimation when a patent has reduced components compared with 

antecedents [66]. Liang and Tan reported their effort to support product innovative 

process based on clustering algorithms and multi-Naive Bayes algorithms applied to 

patent documents [67]. Applying an ontology concept to design information, including 

patents, has been another active research area. Li et al. presented a computational 

framework including an ontological basis and algorithms to retrieve unstructured 
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engineering documents, such as patents [67-69]. Gruber characterized ontology as ―an 

explicit specification of a conceptualization‖ [70]. Ghoula et al. discussed generating 

semantic annotation of patents based on their structure and textual data. Those 

annotations, they argued, could be used by semantic engines for discovering 

embedded knowledge [71]. Trappey et al. showed an application of a fuzzy ontology-

based clustering method applied to patents and news articles [72]. With better results 

compared with key-phrase K-mean method, they suggested their new approach could 

be helpful for innovation management. Zanni-Merk et al. illustrated their latest effort 

in combining ontology and TRIZ to assist inventive design study and argued that their 

model could be helpful for systematic innovation in enterprises [49]. 

Other efforts are also notable. Chen and Zeng, reported on automatic 

generation of recursive object model (ROM) and unified modeling language (UML) 

diagrams from product requirements described by natural language that can be applied 

to patent texts [73]. Liang et al. suggested retrieving design information from a single 

patent via their design rationale (DR) representation model. The model includes issue 

layer, design solution layer, and artifact layer. They also collected representation 

models from patents to form a design rationale network. They argued that their 

representation model would have potential for applications such as DR reasoning or 

technology development trend mining [69]. Fu et al presented their work that explores 

the structure of a design repository via a computational approach. The authors 

suggested it could serve as a basis for discovering cross domain analogies  [74]. Lopez 

et al. proposed a decision-support tool called Clio for CAD frameworks that could 

support decision making at the stage of conceptual design [75].  Kim et al. 

demonstrated discovering technological trends via mining patent text [76]. Chen and 

Chen investigated the development of a design strategy by using patent map [32]. 

OuYang and Weng followed Chen and Chen‘s work by proposing a new 

comprehensive patent analysis approach to discover product niches [77].  
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2.6 Patent Networks 

An individual patent can only provide its insight on a single invention; but the 

accumulated patents from a discipline can reflect the shifts underway in a 

technological domain. To study the effect of patents for a company or even for a 

country, scholarly attention has focused on performing network analysis on patents. 

As a fundamental approach for the study of social structures, network analysis 

emphasizes structural effects rather than individual activities. Network analysts use 

this modeling approach to search for network patterns, describe them, and study the 

effects of structural properties on social behaviors and changes [78]. The concept of 

social networks has also been proposed by social scientists to deal with phenomena 

such as diffusion of innovations. Among innovation indicators, the most heavily used 

one in economic studies of technological change is the patent citation data. Breschi 

and Lissoni identified three characteristics of patent citations that are appealing to 

researchers. First, citations can be used with patent re-classification and co-word 

analysis for comparing patent portfolios between different companies. Second, 

citations have been used as an indicator for measuring quality of a patent. Third and 

perhaps the most attractive characteristic, knowledge flow between a cited document 

and a citing one can be tracked by patent citations [79]. Having identified 

shortcomings of traditional patent citation analysis, researchers have started to invoke 

network analysis as an alternative approach [80]. Li et al. also suggested that the 

network view of patent citations could facilitate understanding of knowledge transfer 

processes [67]. In light of this, papers related to network analysis applied to patent 

citation data have increased steadily. Yoon and Park formed a network of patents by 

transforming a raw dataset into a structured one and analyzing the relationships within 

it. They obtained indexes such as technology centrality, cycle, keyword cluster, etc. 

and argued that both these results could be used for technology trend evaluation and 

promising avenues of new product development recognition [80]. Breschi and Lissoni 

introduced social network analysis in citation analysis to derive social relationships 

among inventors and assess social proximity [79]. Batagelj discussed algorithms for 
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analyzing patent citation network on a very large scale (containing millions of 

vertices) [81]. Li et al. examined four citation networks of nanoscale science and 

engineering (NSE) that used patent documents, submitting institution, technology 

fields, and countries as analytical units respectively. They concluded that the 

institution citation network showed the best knowledge transfer capability, and the 

country citation network showed the most intensive cooperation and knowledge 

exchange [67]. 

Although patent citation analysis has gained popularity within the economics 

literature, the drawback of such methods is also obvious—it may take years to 

accumulate sufficient number of citations. As Hall et al. noted in their paper, citation 

data truncation was necessary because newer patents tended to have fewer citations 

than those aging ones [82]. This undesirable characteristic makes it impossible to 

perform network formation and analysis that relies solely on citation data. 

2.7 Clustering and It’s Applications on Patents 

To show similar features among a group of patents, a widely adopted technique 

is clustering. Clustering is defined as the unsupervised classification of patterns into 

clusters and is especially useful when exploring the interrelationship among data 

points given little prior information available for decision-makers [83]. It has been 

widely applied to many fields such as machine learning, pattern recognition, image 

analysis, information retrieval, etc. Typical clustering activities usually include five 

steps: pattern representation (which may be accompanied with feature selection), 

defining pattern proximity, clustering, data abstraction (if necessary), and output 

assessment (if necessary) [84]. Among these five steps, defining the pattern 

representation is the most crucial because there is no theoretical guideline for choosing 

an appropriate pattern of existing data. Just as Jain [83] noted, ―a good pattern 

representation can often yield a simple and easily understood clustering.‖ Available 

clustering methods include hierarchical clustering algorithm, partitional algorithm, 

mixture-resolving, and mode-seeking algorithms, nearest neighbor clustering, fuzzy 
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clustering, representation of clusters, artificial neural network for clustering, 

evolutionary approaches for clustering, etc. [83]. For patent analysis, tasks such as text 

clustering on patents and cluster-based patent retrieval have been attempted. These 

efforts aimed at helping companies gain competitive advantage. For instance, Liang 

and Tan reported progress of supporting product innovative process by applying 

clustering algorithms and multi-Naive Bayes algorithms to patent documents [67]. 

Trappey et al. presented an application of a fuzzy ontology-based clustering method 

applied to patents and news articles. Yielding better results compared with key-phrase 

K-mean method, they suggested their new approach could be helpful for innovation 

management [72].  

Trippe summarized patent informatics tools in 2003 [85], and Bonino et al. 

presented a more recent review of patent informatics software [86]. Available 

commercial patent softwares such as VantagePoint, OmniViz, and Technology Watch 

use both citation analysis and unstructured (textual) data for clustering purpose and 

visualizing relationship among patents. Other software such as PATExpert, Goldenfire 

Invention Machine, IntelliPatent, Patent Analyzer, and Patent Cafe apply semantic 

analysis to the patent documents for clustering and text retrieval tasks.  
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CHAPTER III 

THEORY DEVELOPMENT 

This chapter summarizes all theoretical approaches which are proposed, 

developed, applied and validated in this research as a part of the contribution of this 

dissertation. The first theoretical approach consists of developing a novel method for 

identifying candidate ontologies by using a class-based n-gram language models. The 

next approach then takes advantage of identified ontologies and part-of-speech (POS) 

tagged patent claims to construct a patent claim tree. To measure similarity between 

two arbitrary claim trees, a set of tree operations and their corresponding cost 

computation approaches are developed and carried out. The operations cost between 

two arbitrary trees serves as the distance measure in order to form a patent network. 

Finally, a tree-based feature generation approach is discussed which aims at yielding a 

feature matrix for clustering analysis. 

3.1 Class-based N-gram Language Models 

A N-gram model is a statistical model which allows a computer to calculate the 

probability of the next word after the N-1 previous words are provided [87]. The N-

gram model can help reorder a sentence (in equation 1) or select the next word (in 

equation 2) as the computer chooses the higher probability calculated from the n-gram 

model. 

    ( he ho  e i   ig)      ig  he ho  e i ) (1) 

    (   m going home)        m going  oom) (2) 

 

The N-gram model is an N-1-order Markov model which has following 

assumptions: (1) only previous history matters and (2) only last k words are included 

in the history. Therefore, suppose a string of English words                   

is given as the history of the next word   , the likelihood of the word    can be 
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computed with conditional probability which is also known as Maximum Likelihood 

Estimation (MLE): 

 (  |               )  
      (                  )

      (               )
 (3) 

 

To compute the probabilities of an entire sentence, the chain rule of probability 

can be used (in equation 4). However, in practice, rather than using all history before a 

word, it‘s possible to approximate the probability by considering only previous a few 

words. For example, the bi-gram model predicts the next word by calculating the 

conditional probability based on its preceding word. Equation 5 shows an example of 

using bi-gram language model to compute the probability of a sentence.  
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Although longer history is usually believed to be able to provide more accurate 

estimation for n-gram models, researchers found that with 284 million words of 

training data, 5-grams did not improve accuracy over 4-grams by much. Goodman 

[88] checked contexts up to 20-grams. He suggested that after 6-grams, longer 

contexts weren‘t helpful in improving accuracy, at least not with 284 million words of 

training data.  
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The n-gram model performance can be measured both in extrinsic evaluation 

and intrinsic evaluation. Extrinsic evaluation is also known as end-to-end evaluation 

which estimates performance of two language models by running them twice on the 

same corpus in order to compare their accuracy. However, the end-to-end evaluation is 

often very expensive and time-consuming. By contrast, intrinsic evaluation measures 

the performance of a model independently albeit the intrinsic improvement doesn‘t 

always guarantee the extrinsic improvement. Perplexity is the most commonly used 

intrinsic metric in practice which is a function of probability that a language model 

assigns to the test corpus [87]. Equation 6 and 7 below are perplexity measures in 

general form and bi-gram form respectively. 
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The N-gram model is very sensitive to the training corpus. It‘s only possible to 

have a good estimate for a gram that occurs frequently in the training corpus. As the 

corpus is limited, missing some acceptable English word sequences is inevitable. To 

deal this problem, smoothing techniques such as Add-one (Laplace smoothing), 

deleted estimation, Good-Turing smoothing, back-off, Interpolation, Witten-Bell 

Smoothing, and Kenser-Ney smoothing are proposed [87].  

Class-based n-gram model is a variant of the n-gram model which is useful for 

dealing with sparse training dataset [87]. For example, London and New York both are 
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names of cities and can be clustered together into one semantic meaning. In 1992, 

Brown et al. proposed to combine both n-gram model and clustering together for 

grouping words in the context [89]. The model they developed is also known as IBM 

clustering [87]. Equation 8 shows IBM model in bigram form using the maximum 

likelihood estimation. However, Niesler et al. pointed out that the syntactic categories 

such as part-of-speech tags didn‘t work equally well as classes [90]. 

 (  |    )   (  |    )   (  |  ) 

Where 

 (  |  )  
     (  )

     (  )
 

 (  |    )  
     (       )

∑      (      ) 
 

(8) 

 

3.1.1 Simple Class-based N-gram Language Model 

In the research, the author concentrates on predicting the corresponding 

ontological class of the next word or the next phrase after seeing N-1 preceding words 

or phrases rather than the context of the next word. Since some words or phrases 

provide similar functions to others in terms of engineering design (e.g. journal bearing 

versus ball bearing), it‘s possible to measure similarity between two arbitrary 

ontologies if they can be grouped into the same class.  

Two underlying assumptions are indispensable in the computation : first, 

previous computational linguistic studies show that technical terms in patent 

documents are noun terms or phrases [91]; second, similar to the traditional n-gram 

language model discussed above, the author assumes that, given a sequence of 

ontologies in patent documents, the category of the next appeared ontology will be 

dependent to its (N-1) preceding ontologies.  
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To obtain an unsmoothed model, the author first applies part-of-speech tagging 

to the dataset after the tokenization of patent textual data. The tagging process helps in 

understanding whether a word in a text corresponds to a particular part of speech (e.g. 

noun, verb, adjective, etc.). Concatenation process concatenate noun pre-modifiers and 

adjectives to their associated nouns. For example, the phrase power plant is considered 

as an individual ontology rather than power and plant. Stemming performed upon 

concatenated phrases will reduce inflected words to their original forms. Instead of 

considering all possible words and phrases, a stop word list is then applied to remove 

unwanted words from the model. Detailed information regarding to preprocessing 

such as tagging, concatenation, stemming, and stop word removing is presented in 

Chapter 4.  

The next step applies the simple n-gram language model to the corpus which 

comprises preprocessed patent claims. In the research, the author uses tri-gram model 

in order to balance the computational complexity and model performance. However, 

in order to further smooth the model, bi-gram model is also used and stored. The 

details about smoothing approach are discussed in the next section. 
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Figure 3.1 Training Process for Class-based N-gram Model 

Unlike the training process of a traditional n-gram model, the first step is to 

check every phrase or a term against the ontology library to determine the pertained 

ontology class of it in training. If no record can be found in the ontology library, the 

last word of the phrase is then extracted and used as query string to search the 
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ontology library again. If pertained class can be determined, the process ends. 

Otherwise, the phrase or the term serves as the search query issued to the WordNet 

[92] to find out corresponding synonyms. The synonyms are then iterated against the 

ontology library to determine the class information. For the identified phrases and 

terms, their preceding two phrases or terms are to be retrieved from the database and 

saved together into the database. The whole process is depicted in Figure 3.1. 

With class-based information obtained from the training corpus discussed 

above, the equation 8 below can be used to estimate the maximum likelihood of a 

given word Wn belongs to a certain ontology class Cj after previous ontologies 

             are provided. For tri-gram and bi-gram model adopted in this 

research, the equation 9 can be further reduced into equation 10 and 11. 

 (     |            )  
     (                  )

     (            )
 (9) 

 (     |    )  
     (          )

     (    )
 (10) 

 (     |         )  
     (               )

     (         )
 (11) 

 

There are several issues worth consideration in practice. First of all, the model 

is significantly different from the traditional n-gram model as the training process is 

performed not only based on corpus but also based on extra resources such as a pre-

built ontology library and a lexical database. Although the model can be more accurate 

if the training corpus is tagged with ontology class, it‘s relatively easy to build an 

ontology library from sources such as engineering books than manually tagging 

patents. As aforementioned above, the number of annually issued patents has been 

double in the last two decades. The manual effort to obtain a manually tagged dataset 

can be overwhelming. Second, by convention, the start of the sentence and the end of 

the sentence are marked as <s> and </s> respectively in both training and prediction 
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process. Therefore, the probability of the pertained class of the first word and the 

second word occur in a sentence can be calculated in equation 12 by using tri-gram 

model and bi-gram model respectively. Third, the huge language models do not fit into 

the random access memory (RAM). The maximum likelihood estimation requires both 

history and occurrence of a given word with its history for calculation. The class-

based model further requires the case information in the computation which results in 

consuming more RAM to run. To solve this problem, all n-grams are stored on the 

hard drive and sorted by their history. The RAM only stores n-grams with shared 

history. 

 (     |       )  
     (            )

     (      )
 

 (     |    )  
     (         )

     (   )
 

(12) 

 

3.1.2 Model Smoothing 

As discussed earlier in this section, several smoothing techniques have been 

developed in order to improve the accuracy of an n-gram language model. The count 

smoothing includes add-one, deleted estimation and Good-Turing smoothing. Witten-

Bell and Kenser-Ney are extensions of interpolation and back-off smoothing methods. 

However, it‘s not necessary to adjust the count for the class-based n-gram model in 

this research. The reason is as follow. First, the language model is not intended for 

calculating the probability of a sentence. Therefore, even the probability of a sentence 

is computed as zero via the model, it‘s still totally acceptable.  

Second, the prediction is made by choosing the maximum estimation from the 

calculation. The class obtained through the maximum likelihood estimation will not be 

changed even if the count has been adjusted. Take the commonly used Good-Turing 

discounting method as an example. The basic intuition of Good-Turing smoothing is 

to re-calculate the amount of probability mass to assign to N-grams with zero counts 
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by adjusting the probability mass of the number of N-grams that occurred one time. 

The expected counts    is estimated through the actual counts  , number of n-grams 

that occur exactly   times in corpus   , and the total number of n-grams   . The 

calculation is made by using equation 13 to the Europal parallel corpus. The Europarl 

parallel corpus is extracted from the proceedings of the European Parliament which 

incorporates versions in 21 European languages [93]. The calculation results in Table 

3.1 below show that the order of the count remains unchanged albeit the adjusted 

count becomes smaller in the most of cases. This is due to the shift of probability mass 

from the actual count which greater or equal to one to the actual count equals to zero.     

   (   )
    

  
 (13) 

 

Table 3.1 Bigrams Using Good-Turing Discounting Method in Europarl Corpus 

Count Count of counts Adjusted count 

        

0 7,514,941,065 0.00015 

1 1,132,844 0.46539 

2 263,611 1.40679 

3 123,615 2.38767 

4 73,788 3.33753 

5 49,254 4.36967 

 

Although the discount will not help improve the class-based model 

performance, back-off approach allows a model to take advantages of the information 

from both higher and lower order n-gram models. The high-order n-grams are 

sensitive to contexts but counts are sparse. On the contrary, the low-order n-grams 

only take limited history into consideration but counts are solid. Combing high-order 

http://www3.europarl.eu.int/omk/omnsapir.so/calendar?APP=CRE&LANGUE=EN
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and low-order n-grams together, the model can be re-written as equation 14 in which 

the probability of a word is calculated based on all models. 

  
  (  |            )

 {
  (  |            )         (               )   

  (            )    
  (  |         )     

} 
(14) 

 

In the equation 14,   (  |            ) is the adjusted prediction model 

and   (            ) is the discounting function. Again, the discounting function 

and adjusted prediction function are used to ensure that equation 15 is satisfied. 

∑  
  (  |            )   

 

 (15) 

 

However, in the class-based n-gram model, the priority is to estimate the most 

possible class associate with a word rather than the word itself. Therefore, the 

probability mass shift doesn‘t help improve the model because class with the 

maximum probability remains unchanged although the number changes. Besides, 

since the high-order gram model is more sensitive to the context, it‘s reasonable to 

trust the estimation from high-order n-gram model rather than low-order one. 

Considering the fact above, the back-off model for the class-based n-gram model 

using tri-gram and bi-gram can be re-written as the equation 16.  
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3.1.3 Prediction 

The prediction process uses the trained model to predict the associate classes 

of candidate ontologies. A class with maximum probability calculated from the model 

is to be selected as the estimated class and assigned to the ontology. The equation 15 

in the smoothing section also describes the prediction calculation process. 

In the prediction, there are several issues worthy for consideration. First, the 

prediction task is to find out the most possible class of ontology after seeing the 

history before it. In practice, it‘s possible to have multiple combinations of terms and 

phrases before the ontology under consideration. For example, suppose    is the 

ontology which needs to be assigned with its ontology class. The preceding two grams 

          could have different combinations such as          ;     
       or 

         
 . If that‘s the case, the prediction process must be able to find out what is 

the most appropriate history for the ontology    before the calculation happens. Also, 

it‘s possible that the most appropriate history doesn‘t exist in the training corpus but 

less appropriate one exists. If this is true, the prediction must be able to use that 

preceding combination in probability computation. Considering the discussion above, 

the prediction is calculated via equation 17 in which both combinations of previous 

history and back-off approach are incorporated. 

3.1.4 Validation 

Another issue is the validation method for the model. As discussed above, the 

perplexity is the widely used metric for measuring the performance of an n-gram 

model. However, it‘s not appropriate to use it for measuring the case-base n-gram 

model in this research because the model never intends to compute the probability of a 

sentence, letting alone the fact that only nouns and verbs are considered as candidate 

ontologies. Therefore, a commonly used validation method which is known as 

stratified cross-validation is adopted in the research in order to validate the accuracy of 

the model. Note that the n-gram model is very sensitive to the training corpus. As the 

content of patent document evolves with time, the stratified sampling helps divide the 
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dataset into homogeneous subsets. Cross-validation (CV), which is also known as 

rotation estimation, has been broadly used for comparing the performances among 

models or model selections. The basic concept of the k-fold cross-validation is to 

create complimentary partition               of the original dataset  . Each subset 

is mutually exclusive to the others, and all subsets have approximately equal number 

of samples. For training, only k-1 subsets are used. The remaining unused subset is fed 

to the classifier for testing purposes only. In short, for each   *         +, the 

classifier is trained with                       , and tested its accuracy    with 

   [94]. In total, then, there are k experiments so that all samples in the original dataset 

will be used for both testing and training. In this research, the simplest variation of k-

fold cross-validation, which is called holdout method, is used. For each fold, data 

points are randomly assigned to two sets    and   . A common approach for splitting 

dataset in holdout method is that: the size of     is 80% of the whole dataset and is 

used for training purpose; and    is 20% of the whole dataset is used for measuring 

the accuracy of the approach. To obtain the training dataset and testing dataset 

discussed above, the following algorithm (shown in Table 3.2) is used. 

Table 3.2 Split Training and Test Dataset 

Algorithm Dataset Splitting 

Input: Patents. 

Output: Training dataset and test dataset 

1. Start 

2. Training dataset  new dataset; 

3. Test dataset  new dataset; 

4. Training group size patent size /10 * 80%; 

5. Sort patents (p) in accordance with their issue dates (d) in ascending manner; 

6. Split patents into ten disjoint groups such that  (         )  (    

      )    (            ); 

7. For i=1 to 10 
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7.1. Tmp Shuffle (group i); 

7.2. For j=0 to size of Tmp 

7.2.1 If j<Training group size 

7.2.1.1 Append Tmp(j) to Training dataset; 

7.2.2 Else 

                                  7.2.2.1 Append Tmp(j) to Test  dataset; 

8. Return 

 

Finally, in hold-out validation, the approach still uses all possible sources to 

determine classes of ontologies in dataset   . Because the training process is a hybrid 

one which incorporates sources such as pre-built ontology library, WordNet, and 

language model. The performance of the approach doesn‘t necessarily reflect the 

performance of the language model obtained. It‘s completely possible that the 

language model works even better but the whole approach doesn‘t or vice versa. 

Therefore, the performance of the approach and the language model must be measured 

separately. Note that the measure of the language model is an extrinsic one as the test 

dataset    is disjointed from the training dataset   . Figure 3.2 below illustrate the 

flow of predicting the associate class of a gram. 
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Figure 3.2 Prediction with Class-based N-gram 
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3.2 Ontological Tree Formation 

The tree formation process takes advantage of the format of patent claims. 

Patent claims are keys for patentees to receive protection for their inventions, which 

therefore results in their rigorous structure. Here are the general rules for constructing 

patent claims. First of all, every claim must be one sentence and should use Arabic 

numbers for numbering. The first claim should be numbered from 1. And claims 

should begin with broadest one and then progress to narrower ones. For a single claim, 

it includes three parts: (1) an introductory phrase, (2) body of the claims and (3) links 

which join those two items. Typical phrases or words for linking the claim body and 

introduction phrases are: ‗which comprises‘, ‗including‘, ‗consisting of‘ and 

‗consisting essentially of‘. Having these rules, it‘s safe to say that the tree structure is 

the inherent nature of patent claims. Within each individual claim, it is also possible to 

capture its tree structure with a set of rules. For example, the transitive verbs and 

linking verbs are followed by nouns or noun phrases. One can scan the next noun or 

noun phrase and take it as the object of the transitive verb or linking verb after it 

appears.  

Given the facts and hypotheses above, the whole tree generation becomes an 

iterative process. The first step in this subtask is to scan all ontology from component 

category in the first claim of a patent to determine the root for the tree and offspring 

nodes in the first layer. The next step is to iterate the rest of the claims one-by-one to 

determine if parent nodes of newly recognized child nodes exist. If they do exist, the 

child nodes are to be appended to their related parent nodes. With the iteration 

proceeds, a tree can be formed gradually.  

The detailed tree formation algorithm is described in Table 3.3. First, a tree 

data structure is necessary for storing extracted information in memory. A node in the 

tree not only records its parent node and child nodes but also stores information such 

as edge between the current node and offspring nodes. Besides, a node also needs to 

record ontological information such as its pertained class and the depth of it in the 

tree. The tree formation algorithm presented below iterates through all claims in a 
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single patent document. A node is appended to the tree when its associate parent node 

and relationship between these two nodes are known. The class of a node can be 

obtained via querying the prebuilt ontology library as well as the class of the edge 

between the current node and its parent node.  

Table 3.3 Tree Formation Algorithm 

Algorithm Design Structure Tree Formation 

Input: A preprocessed patent claim sections, prebuilt ontology library. 

Output: A design structure tree. 

1. Start 

2. tree  new Tree 

3. For each term in the claim section, do 

3.1 If the term belongs to the first claim, then 

3.1.1 If term is a verb, then 

3.1.1.1 If the noun term or phrase before the said verb exists, then 

3.1.1.1.1 Determine the classes via querying the ontology library. 

3.1.1.1.2 Add the noun term or phrase to the tree and set it as the root. 

3.2 Else if the term belongs the beginning term in the claim, then 

3.2.1 If the term is a verb, then 

3.2.1.1 If the noun term or phrase before the said verb exists, then 

3.2.1.1.1 If the noun term or phrase has parent node and no same node 

exists in the tree, then 

3.2.1.1.1.1 Determine the classes via querying the ontology 

library. 

3.2.1.1.1.2 Add the noun term or phrase to the tree. 

3.3 Else if the term belongs the beginning term in the separation of a claim 

(mainly separated with commas), then 

3.3.1 If the term is a noun, then 

3.3.1.1 If the verb term before the said noun exists, then 
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3.3.1.1.1 If the noun term or phrase has parent node and no same node 

exists in the tree, then 

3.3.1.1.1.1 Determine the classes via querying the ontology 

library. 

3.3.1.1.1.2 Add the noun term or phrase to the tree and set the verb 

as the connection. 

3.3.1.2 Else 

3.3.1.2.1 Determine the classes via querying the ontology library. 

3.3.1.2.2 Add the noun term or phrase to the tree and set the verb term 

in the previous separated element as the connection. 

3.4 Else 

3.4.1 If term is a noun, then 

3.4.1.1 If the parent node exists and current node doesn‘t exist, then 

3.4.1.1.1 Determine the classes via querying the ontology library. 

3.4.1.1.2 Add the term to the tree as the child node to that said parent 

node. 

4. Return tree 

5. Stop 

 

3.3 Ontological Tree Transformation and Costs 

The tree similarity measure developed in this section is inspired by the paper 

published by Xue et al. in 2009 [4]. In their paper, Xue et al. described their approach 

to measure the tree similarity by computing its transformation cost to another. 

However, in accordance with authors of the paper, the measure they developed was an 

anti-symmetric one. Besides, the transformation operations they described in the paper 

were complicated to be implemented in practice as the insertion, deletion, and moving 

affected offspring nodes. To overcome these two flaws, the author developed a new 

set of operations and cost measures which not only can provide reflective measures for 

arbitrary two trees but also can be deployed in practice easily. 
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To begin with the description of tree operations and cost measures, the formal 

notations and definitions of an ontology tree following Xue et al. are discussed in the 

first place in order to facilitate understanding.  

Definition 1: An ontology tree is a seven 

tuple   (              ( )    ). In the definition, V is a finite set of nodes 

(vertices); E is a set of edges such that       which indicates an irreflexive and 

anti-symmetric relationship between nodes;    is a set of lexicons (terms and phrases) 

of ontologies used as labels for nodes;    is a set of lexicons (terms and phrases) of 

ontologies used as labels for edges;     ( )    stands for the root of the tree, D is 

the domain of discourse, and M is an injective mapping from V to   ,        

which guarantee that each node in the tree has a unique label. An ontology tree is 

acyclic and directed. If (   )   , then node u is the parent of the node v which can 

be denoted as         ( ) or        ( ). For any two nodes (   ) in the tree, If 

(   )     is true, node u is considered as the ancestor of node v [4]. The following 

conditions must be met by any ontology trees: 

 The root node does not have its parent node. 

 Any node in V other than the root node must have one and can only have one 

parent node. 

 For each non-root node u in V,  (    ( )  )     must be true. This means 

that no node can exist in the tree without having path to the root node. 

 There is a uniquely directed path composed by a sequence of elements in E 

from the root to each of the other elements in V. 

Definition 2: The node similarity measure          maps from the lexicon set 

   ,     used in different ontological trees to the set of real number   , 

          
         , in which each mapping indicates the ontological similarity 

between two nodes represented by these two lexicons. The mapping         is 
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reflexive and symmetric which means                   [4]. The similarity measure 

   is defined as follow: 

           

 {
 

    
 

}

           

                                        

                                                 

 
(18) 

 

Similarly, the edge similarity measure          maps from two lexicon sets 

   ,     used in different ontological trees to the set of real number   , 

          
         , in which each mapping indicates the ontological similarity 

between two edges represented by these two lexicons. The similarity measure    is 

defined as follow: 

           

 {
 

    
}

                                        

                                                 
 

(19) 

 

Definition 3: A node in an ontology tree has its layer number   ( ) which is 

defined as the number of elements in E between the root of the tree to the element V. 

For convenience, the root layer number is define as   (    )   .   ( )  

      ((    ( )  ))        (              ) 

3.3.1 Tree Transformation Operations 

The four tree transformation operations allow transforming from one tree      

into another one     . These operations include adding, retagging, moving, and 

deleting a node. The transformation process starts with a pre-process in which the 

algorithm detects the dissimilarity between two trees and determines those nodes to be 

added, retagged, moved and delete.  Adding nodes from tree      to tree      is a top-

down process in which new nodes are appended to their corresponding parent nodes 
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gradually.  Retagging operations retag a node from one label to another. The retagging 

process is performed in top-down manner. Next operation is to move nodes from their 

current locations to new ones. During the moving operation, the labels of nodes 

remain unchanged but their parent nodes or the layer numbers or both of these two are 

changed. Similar to the adding and retagging, moving is a top-down process. The last 

operation is the node deletion. As the name implies, this operation removes the 

redundant nodes from the tree. However, this operation is carried out in bottom-up 

manner so that the tree still meets all the conditions discussed above during the 

operations. 

In the following sections,      stands for the tree which is going to be 

transformed into the tree     .      and      represent nodes in      and      

respectively. Similarly,      and      represent edges in      and      respectively. 

3.3.1.1 Adding Node (v) under Parent Node (u) 

The node adding operation is performed when the following conditions are 

true: (1) the node v doesn‘t exist in the tree     ; (2) the node u exists in the tree     ; 

(3) the node v and u exist in the tree      and u is the parent node of v; and (4) there 

doesn‘t exist child node w under the node u in the tree     which shares the same 

super class with node v. Using the notation to denote the conditions above:   

            (   )               (      )                    

      ( )                .  

After the transformation, the tree      becomes 

   (         
    

     ( )     ) in which      * +,      *(   )+, 

   
    *  +, and      *(    )+. The adding operation is denoted as 

    ( ). Figure 3.3 below shows the adding new node process. 
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Figure 3.3 Adding New Node 

3.3.1.2 Retagging Node (u) to Node(v) under Parent Node (j) 

The node retagging operation is performed when the following conditions are 

met: (1) the node u only exists in the tree     ; (2) the node v only exist in the tree 

    ; (3) the node j exists in both the tree      and     ; (4) there exists node j which is 

the parent node for both u and v in tree      and tree      respectively; (5)    and    

share the same super class; and (6) node u and v have the same layer number in tree 

     and tree      respectively. Using the notation to denote the retagging conditions: 

                              (   )       (   )              

              .  

After the transformation, the tree      becomes 

   (         
    

     ( )     ) in which      * +  * +,      

*(   )+  *(   )+,    
    *  +  *  +, and      *(    )+  *(    )+. 

The adding operation is denoted as       (   ). Figure 3.4 below shows the node 

retagging process. 
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Figure 3.4 Node Retagging 

3.3.1.3 Moving Node (v) Under Parent Node (u) 

The node moving operation is performed when the node can‘t be either added 

or retagged: (1) the node v exist in the tree      under the parent node j; (2) the node v 

exists in the tree      under the parent node u; (3) the node j and the node u are 

semantically different or the node j and the node u locate at different layer number. 

Using the notation to denote the moving conditions above:                 

            (   )       (   )                           . 

After the transformation, the tree      becomes 

   (          
     ( )    ) in which      *(   )+  *(   )+. The adding 

operation is denoted as      ( ). Figure 3.5 and 3.6 below show the node moving 

process. 
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Figure 3.5 Moving Node to another Layer 

 

Figure 3 6 Moving Node in the Same Layer 

3.3.1.4 Deleting Node (v) 

The node deleting operation is the last operation to be performed when 

following conditions are satisfied: (1) the node v doesn‘t exist in the tree     ; (2) the 

node v exists in the tree     ; (3) the node v in the tree      doesn‘t contain any child 

nodes; (4) the node v is not the root node; and (5) there doesn‘t exist child node w 

under the node of parent (v) in the tree     which shares the same super class with 

node v. Using the notation to denote the conditions above:         (  

    )      ( )          (    )                     ( )  

      ( )                .  
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After the transformation, the tree      becomes 

   (         
    

     ( )     ) in which      * +,      

*(      ( )  )+,    
    *  +, and      *(    )+. The deleting operation 

is denoted as       ( ). Figure 3.7 below shows the node deleting process. Note that 

the deleting operations are performed from the bottom to the top so that child nodes of 

v are either moved or deleted before the node v is deleted.  

 

Figure 3.7 Deleting a Node 

3.3.2 Tree Transformation Cost 

Definition 4: The single operation (denoted as OP) cost in the tree T is 

denoted as  (  ) which is a non-negative real number. The tree transformation cost 

from the tree     to the tree    is defined as the sum of transformation cost associated 

the transformation operations. Since the operations can be further divided into four 

categories - adding, retagging, moving and deleting, the cost of transforming a tree can 

be computed by summing operation costs from each individual category. Equation 20 

shows the equation for calculating the transformation cost.  
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 ∑ (      (  ))

   

] 

(20) 

 

To make tree transformation cost a reflective measure, the cost metric from 

each category of the operations must be normalized to the maximum height of two 

trees so that  (     )   (     ) can be ensured. Therefore, the depth measure 

in the calculation is defined as               {   (   
(  ))     (   

(  ))} . 

Also, from engineering design perspective, the upper-level nodes are more important 

than lower-level nodes. Although the transformation cost mainly focuses on node 

operations, the edges connecting two nodes are also not negligible. Thanks to the 

ontology library, tree formation algorithm and tree data structure, edge information 

such as edge label and ontology class for the edge can be used in edge cost 

computation. Since an edge is always associated with a node and its parent node, it‘s 

reasonable to consider the cost of modifying an edge is associated with nodes. If a 

node and a parent node remain unchanged during the transformation from tree    to    

but the edge is changed, the cost for this operation should still be 0 as the edge cost 

should be regarded as an ―add-on‖ cost. Considering this argument, the edge cost is 

defined as follow. 

Definition 5: The edge transformation cost in the tree T is denoted as 

 (     )                                               ( ) 

                                        ( ). The edge transformation cost is 

also a non-negative real number and is reflective as  (     )   (     ) . The edge 
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transformation cost is an ―add-on‖ cost to the node operation cost and can be 

calculated from equation 21.  

 (     )             (21) 

 

Taking all arguments above and research work from other researchers [95, 96] 

into consideration, the cost of each transformation operation is defined as follow: 

 (    ( ))  (  
   

( )   

          

)  (   (    )) (22) 

 (      (   ))

 (  
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)  (        )

 (   (     )) 
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( )   

          

)  (  
   

( )   
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 (   (     )) 
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 (      ( ))  (  
   

( )   
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Note that node adding and deleting operations are always associated with edge 

transformation as the edges pertained to the node are to be added or deleted in the 

operation.  (    )               . The node moving cost calculation equation 

reflects the fact that node v is deleted from the tree      and then added to the tree 

    . If a node is moved in the same layer, the cost of node moving equals to the cost 

of adding or deleting a node on the same layer. Otherwise, the node operation 

performed on the upper-layer dominates the moving operation cost. The retagging cost 
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can be relatively cheap since the similarity between two nodes is strong. However, the 

retagging conditions are also the strictest among all four operations.  

In practice, it‘s possible that one tree    is significantly larger than another tree 

  . In other word, the tree    contains far more nodes and layers than   . In this case, 

the value of the transformation cost might be smaller than the cost between two trees 

with similar sizes although    and    share no similar nodes. This is because the tree 

transformation cost is an additive measure in which the cost increases as the number 

of operations increases. To balance this, the equation 26 further introduces a balancing 

factor so that tree operation costs are comparable regardless of the sizes of two trees.  

        (     )  
∑  (   )

 
   

   {   (   
(  ))     (   

(  ))}
  (26) 

 

3.3.3 Tree Transformation Algorithm 

The tree transformation cost can‘t be correctly calculated without a correct 

sequence governing operations. As aforementioned in this section, the four types of 

tree operations should keep an ontology tree meeting all conditions discussed in 

section 3.3 during its transformation. Therefore, adding, retagging, moving and 

deleting operations are performed sequentially to a tree which undergoes 

transformation process to its target.  

Before the transformation process starts, a pre-process is necessary to inform 

the tree what kind of operation a node is needed. The pre-processor compares the 

structural differences between tree      and tree      to determine whether a node 

should be added or deleted. Also, the pre-processor queries the ontology library during 

the comparison in order to decide if a node should be retagged or moved in the tree. 

As the adding, retagging and moving operations must be performed sequentially from 

the top of the tree to the bottom, the tree should be traversed in breath first (BF) 

manner and a first-in-first-out (FIFO) data structure such as queue is used in order to 
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ensure that the parent node is modified first before any child nodes can be modified. 

However, this is not the case for deleting a node as a node can‘t be deleted when it still 

has child nodes so that conditions of an ontology tree are not violated. Hence, to delete 

a node from a tree, its child nodes must be either removed or moved. To achieve this, 

a last-in-first-out (LIFO) data structure which is also known as stack is used together 

with BF tree traverse method. Table 3.4 explains the pre-process. 

Table 3.4 Tree Transformation Pre-Process 

Algorithm Tree Transformation Pre-Process 

Input:   ,   , Ontology Library 

Output: Sets of nodes to be added (A), retagged (R), moved (M), deleted (D) and 

remained unchanged (N) 

1. Start 

2.                     

3. For every V from    

3.1 Retag = false; 

3.2 If      

3.2.1 If    
( )     

( )             ( )          ( ) 

3.2.1.1 Add V to N; 

3.2.2 Else 

3.2.2.1 Add V to M; 

3.3 Else 

3.3.1                                      ; 

3.3.2 For every p in P 

3.3.2.1 If      

3.3.2.1.1 If     

3.3.2.1.1.1 Continue; 

3.3.2.2 If     
( )     

( )             ( )          ( ) 

3.3.2.3 Add V to R; 
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3.3.2.4 Retag=true; 

3.4 If Retag==false 

3.4.1.1 Add V to A; 

4. For every V from    

4.1 If      

4.1.1 If       

4.1.1.1 Add V to D 

5. Return A, R, M, D, N 

6. End 

 

With sets of nodes for different operations returned from the pre-processor, it‘s 

then possible to start the transformation and calculate the cost associated with it. Note 

that the set of to be deleted nodes is iterated in a reverse manner comparing with other 

sets as a stack pops the last added element firstly. The algorithm in the Table 3.5 

details the transformation process as well as the cost calculation. 

Table 3.5 Tree Transformation and Cost Calculation 

Algorithm Tree Transformation and Cost Calculation 

Input:   ,   , Sets of nodes to be added (A), retagged (R), moved (M), deleted 

(D) and remained unchanged (N) 

Output:  (     ), transformed   
  

1. Start 

2. Cost = 0; 

3.   
             (  ); 

4. For every V from A 

4.1           ( ); 

4.2 Cost +=  (    ( )); 

4.3 Add V to   
 ; 

5. For every V from R 
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5.1           ( ); 

5.2          
( )                  ; 

5.3 Cost +=  (      (   )); 

5.4 Retag V in   
 ;  

6. For every V from M 

6.1           
( ); 

6.2 Cost +=  (     ( )); 

6.3 Move V in   
  to parent node u; 

7. While D is not empty 

7.1 v Pop first element from D 

7.2 Cost +=  (      ( )); 

7.3 Remove V from   
 ; 

8. Return Cost,   
 ; 

9. End 

 

3.3.4 Tree Transformation Example 

This sub-section presents an example of the transformation process discussed 

in section 3.3. Suppose the tree    is going to be transformed in tree    (in Figure 3.8). 

After the pre-process, the algorithm determines that node basin, bucket, fence need to 

be added; node wingless_abutment and u-shaped_abutment need to be retagged; node 

spillway needs to be moved; and node gate, jump and step need to be deleted. The tree 

transformation process starts with deep cloning    to   
 . The process of adding nodes 

to the tree   
  is shown in Figure 3.9. After the adding process, the retagging process 

in Figure 3.10 follows by relabeling two nodes in tree   
  to new labels. Figure 3.11 

shows the moving operation in which the node spillway is moved from the root to the 

new parent node basin. Finally, the deleting operation (shown in Figure 3.12) removes 

nodes from the cloned tree   
 . The result shows that the cloned tree   

  is exactly the 
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same to the tree    after all four transformation operations. And the transformation 

cost computed via equation 19 is  (     )    (     )      . 

 

 

Figure 3.8 Tree    (top) and Tree    (bottom) 
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Figure 3.9 Adding Nodes (basin, bucket and fence) to tree   
  

 

Figure 3.10 Retagging Nodes (wingless_abutment to bridge_abutment and u-

shaped_abutment to lateral_abutment) in tree   
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Figure 3.11 Moving Nodes (spillway) in tree   
  

 

 

 

Figure 3.12 Deleting Nodes (jump, gate and step) from tree   
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3.4 Tree-based Feature Generation 

Instead of using a traditional bag-of-words model, the author develops a ―bag-

of-ontologies‖ model which not only takes the ontology hierarchy into consideration 

but also considers ―importance‖ of an ontology term based on the depth of node where 

it locates. The algorithm is as follows: the program first iterates each individual patent 

tree and adds unseen ontologies to a Hash set. If the ontology term has a superclass 

other than its category listed, the Hash set will record the superclass rather than the 

ontology term itself. By doing this, it‘s possible to compare concepts such as ―sleeve 

bearing‖ and ―hydrostatic bearing‖ that belong to the same superclass. 

Similar to the bag-of-words model, the algorithm maps each patent tree against 

the list to determine its value. The simplest scheme is to assign ―1‖ if certain ontology 

appears in the certain layer of a patent and ―0‖ otherwise. A set of damping factors is 

then applied to the value based on the node depth in the tree. The deeper a node is 

located, the larger damping factor it will receive because nodes from upper layers of 

the tree are considered to be more ―important‖ conceptually. Equation 26-28 

summarizes how to calculate the damping factor based on Gaussian function, 

quadratic function and linear function. By multiplying the damping factor to the 

feature vector in an element-wise manner, the calculation result yield the characteristic 

vector for each sample. 

Table 3.6 summarizes simplified algorithm for generating tree-based features. 

Before the mapping starts, a bag of ontologies is built by visiting every selected patent 

claim trees and appending new ontologies to a map. With the pre-made bag, selected 

patent claim trees are visited again to complete the mapping process. Figure 3.13 

below illustrates how the process actually takes place using the Gaussian kernel 

function.  

 (   )   
 
(   ) 

   

 

(27) 
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 (   )  (  
   

 
)
 

 (28) 

 (   )    
   

 
 (29) 

where i stands for the layer number an ontology locates and j stands for the 

total number of layers in the tree. 
 

Table 3.6 Tree-based Feature Generation 

Algorithm Tree-base Feature Generation 

Input: Patent claim trees   ,  

Output: Feature matrix 

1. Start 

2.                  ; 

3.                  ; 

4.             ; 

5.                 * +; 

6. For each tree    

6.1 While    has more record; 

6.1.1 Append record to the featuremap; 

6.2 i++; 

7.                       *                    +; 

8. For every tree    

8.1 While    has more record; 

8.1.1 Compare record against the featuremap; 

8.1.2 If record exists in featuremap 

8.1.2.1 Update featurevaluemap with kernel function using 

               ; 
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8.1.3 Else 

8.1.3.1 Continue; 

8.2 For every item in                 

8.2.1 Save item to the               

8.3 i++; 

9. Write featurematrix M to file in Sparse Matrix Format 
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Figure 3.13 Tree Generation and Characteristic Vector Generation. 
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CHAPTER IV 

IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

This chapter discusses the implementation and practical issues of the 

deployment of developed theories presented in chapter 3. The implementation can be 

divided into two main parts: (1) implementing novel class-based n-gram language 

model to generate an ontology library from patent documents and (2) implementing 

patent claim trees formation and tree-based measures using the ontology library 

obtained from part one. Although the algorithms and implementation techniques vary 

from task to task, a common concern during the implementation is the data storage and 

access. It‘s technically impractical to store all information in the random access 

memory (RAM). One of methods to tackle this problem is to store data into files. 

Unfortunately, it‘s not easy to perform an efficient query or manipulation if data is 

stored in this way. Another approach is to centralize data storage by using a relational 

database management system (RDBMS). The downside of this approach is that the 

overhead cost may be higher than accessing files as opening connections to a database 

is costly. Also, comparing with file input/output (IO) system, a database may require 

more effort in design and implementation in order to optimize its performance. But, 

the advantage of using a database in this research is obvious because the structured 

query language (SQL) provides great flexibility in query and record update. In this 

research, a database running on MySQL server [97] serves as the centralized data 

center which stores majority part of the information obtained and generated during the 

runtime. To make data operations more efficiently, an Object/Relational Mapping 

(ORM) library called Hibernate [98] is used jointly with MySQL j-connector library to 

achieve the task. The Hibernate can map an object-oriented domain model to a 

traditional database which relieves a developer from manually handling result sets and 

converting them to objects. Also, Hibernate allows a developer to migrate their 

database to a new platform easily since the Hibernate can handle internal differences 

between two types of databases itself. MySQL j-connector provides connectivity to 

the database through a Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) driver.  
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4.1 Implementing Class-based N-gram Language Models 

The class-based n-gram model requires two inputs for the training and testing: 

(1) corpus consisting of patent claims and (2) a pre-built ontology library. Patent 

documents can be retrieved from the website of United States Patent and Trademark 

Office (USPTO). Retrieved patents are then pre-processed with natural language 

processing (NLP) tools to ensure that patent data is ready for training the model. The 

pre-built ontology library is obtained through gathering engineering knowledge from 

existing engineering handbooks and dictionaries. Once both pre-processed patent 

claims and the library are ready, the training and testing of the class-based n-gram 

model start. 

4.1.1 Patent Retrieval 

Patent retrieval starts with patent search. The main focus of this work is the 

application of ontology engineering and tree measures for supporting design activities, 

and patent search can be as simple as using the advanced search function provided by 

the USPTO website [99].  

The advanced search function includes searching patents with classification, 

inventor information (names, city, state, etc.), application type, assignee information 

(name, city, state, etc.), and references. Also, it is possible to search a patent abstract, 

claims, and description sections separately or in combination. The detailed 

information about advance search function can be found on USPTO website [99]. The 

search engine on the USPTO website returns an indexed list of patents in accordance 

with user inputs. A patent retrieval program can iterate the patent list and ―crawl‖ 

every patent link in the list. The total number of items displayed per page is 50; thus it 

may be required to ―crawl‖ several pages to retrieve all patents. This is done by using 

a JAVA library called jsoup [100] which provides a convenient API for data extraction 

and manipulation. 

Once the index list is fully retrieved, the program iterates every patent in the 

index list to extract relevant information such as patent title, issue date, filed date, 
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citations (include forward and backward citations), inventors, assignees, citations, 

abstract, claims, and description. To extract the desired information from the patent in 

Hyper Text Markup Language (HTML) format, a set of regular expression serves for 

pattern matching. Also, considering the fact that the program ―crawls‖ the web pages 

in HTML format, HTML tags such as <head>, <title>, </title> and </head> must be 

removed. This is done via a set of regular expressions. Although it‘s not recommended 

to use regular expressions to parse a HTML page, not all sections in the online patent 

documents from the USPTO are tagged with HTML tags. In this case, the HTML 

parser such as jsoup can‘t correctly parse the data without tags.  

The patent retrieval process ends with saving all relevant information to the 

database. Part of patent information is also duplicated to an index table which provides 

metadata for all processes. As discussed in the beginning part of this chapter, the 

database access is done mainly via Hibernate library. Hibernate takes care of the 

mapping process from Java classes to database tables as well as data type mapping 

between Java‘s and SQL‘s. To save a record to a table, Hibernate uses the objects 

passed to it to generate SQL statements at runtime. The SQL statements are then 

executed via JDBC to complete the transaction. The detailed patent-retrieval flow 

chart is depicted in Figure 4.1. Figure 4.2 and 4.3 show sample records in the index 

table and patent-retrieval table.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HyperText
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Figure 4.1 Flow Chart of Patent Retrieval Procedure 
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Figure 4.2 Index Table in the Database 
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Figure 4.3 Retrieved Patents in the Database 
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4.1.2 Pre-Processes for Retrieved Patents 

Successfully retrieved patents are then pre-processed with natural language 

processing techniques known as part-of-speech (POS) tagging and stemming. Part-Of-

Speech (POS) Tagging helps to identify the part of speech of words in a sentence 

[101]. The POS tagger adopted was developed by Stanford Natural Language 

Processing Group [102]. The tagging annotation is based on the Penn TreeBank which 

contains 40 different tags. According to Toutanova and Manning, the tagger provides 

96.86% overall accuracy on Penn Treebank and 86.91% accuracy for unseen words 

[101]. Although it is theoretically possible to feed one whole section of a patent for the 

tagging process at one time, the memory and computational time required for doing so 

are prohibitive. The developers of NLP Group at Stanford suggest that more than one 

gigabyte of memory is often needed if a complicated model is adopted [102]. Hence, it 

is necessary to segment a section of a patent into sentences and tag them separately in 

order to make the tagging process affordable. Sentence detection and segmentation are 

performed via open source natural language processing software called openNLP 

[103]. Table 4.1 shows an example of a tagged sentence from the Patent 5452931 

[104]. 

Table 4.1 POS Tagging Example 

Original Sentence Tagged Sentence 

An automobile grille which is selectively 

chromium plated so as to promote the 

flexural properties of the grille. 

An_DT automobile_NN grille_NN 

which_WDT is_VBZ selectively_RB 

chromium_JJ plated_VBN so_RB as_IN 

to_TO promote_VB the_DT flexural_JJ 

properties_NNS of_IN the_DT 

grille_NN ._. 
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The computational linguistic studies show that technical terms are defined as 

nouns or noun phrases [91].  For noun phrases, a common noun modifier can be either 

an adjective or another noun (noun adjunct) in English. Guided by this, Table 4.2 

summarizes two simple rules for concatenating noun phrases. However, it‘s more 

complicated in practice when concatenating phrases using these two rules because a 

participle can either serve as a pure adjective or a verb. Considering two sentences in 

the Table 4.3 below, the same word interesting is used differently since a participle 

has no verbal characteristics if it is used as a pure adjective. The simplified flow chart 

shown in Figure 4.4 demonstrates how to concatenate a noun phrase.  

Table 4.2 Noun Phrase Concatenation Rules 

Rule Example 

Noun pre-modifier power_NN plant_NN 

sleeve_NN bearing_NN 

Adjectival noun rotating_VBG nozzle_NN generator_NN 

boiled_VBN water_NN 

electrical_JJ wire_NN 

 

Table 4.3 Participle versus Adjectival Participle 

Type of Participle Example 

True Participle Currently, the subject interesting her is engineering design. 

 

Pure Adjective Engineering design is an interesting subject. 

 

 

Although noun terms and noun phrases are usually considered as candidate 

ontologies, it doesn‘t mean that all of noun words should be used in concatenation 

process. Therefore, a list of stop words is used during the phrase concatenation to 
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make sure that unwanted words are removed. Table 4.4 shows the list of stop words 

adopted in the research. 

Initialize stopwords

Split the sentence into tokens

Is this token a verb?

Tagged 

sentence
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Flush noun phrase
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Figure 4.4 Flow Char of Noun Phrase Concatenation 
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Table 4.4 List of Stop Words 

about around came everyone him last myself only she therefrom v yet 

above as can everything himself later n or should thereon very you 

across ask cannot everywhere his latest necessary order since therethrough w young 

aforesaid asked certain f how least never ordered small thereto was younger 

after asking certainly far however less new ordering smaller therewith we youngest 

again asks claim felt i let newer orders smallest these went your 

against at clear few if lets newest other so they were yours 

all away clearly first important like no others some this what z 

almost b come for in likely nobody our somebody those when  

alone be could four interest long non over someone though where  

along because d from interested longer noone p something three wherein  

already been did full interesting longest not per somewhere through whether  

also before different fully interests m nothing perhaps still thus which  

although began differently further into many now possible such to while  

always behind during g is may nowhere q sure today who  

among being e generally it me o quite t together whole  

an beings each good its might of r than too whose  

and best early h itself more off rather that toward why  

another better either he j most often really the two will  

any between enough her just mostly old right their u with  

anybody big even here k mr older s them under within  

anyone both evenly herself kind mrs oldest same then until without  

anything but ever high l much on say there up would  

anywhere by every higher large must once several therebetween upon x  

are c everybody highest largely my one shall therefore us y  
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To count term or phrase frequency accurately in the later n-gram language 

model, all terms and phrases must be stemmed to their original forms and this task is 

done by stemming. Well-known rule-based stemming algorithms—such as Porter's 

stemming algorithm [105]—provide fast stemming speed at the cost of accuracy. In 

this research, the stemming procedure was developed based on using both a lexicon 

and rules. Initially, both two lists of predefined irregular words (both verbs and nouns) 

and WordNet data files are loaded into memory for faster processing. A word being 

considered from a patent is first compared against the irregular word list and then 

searched against the WordNet data files. Rule-based stemming is performed only if no 

matching record can be found in either the WordNet data files or the irregular word 

list. Because the tagging process has already marked the identity of a word (part of 

speech, its role in a sentence, etc.), the rule-based stemming can be carried out in a 

straightforward manner, such as removing a suffix of es from a word. A restoration 

step is done to the word if all the rules have been applied and yet the stemmed word 

still cannot be found in the lexicon. This step is especially useful when a word is an 

abbreviation or an acronym. A flow chart of the stemming approach is given in Figure 

4.5. 

Because the scope of the research does not center on computational linguistics 

or information retrieval, the authors do not present a rigorous validation of stemming 

approach proposed. A preliminary assessment of its performance is made among three 

corpora by comparing it with Porter's stemming algorithm. Because ontology is either 

a noun term or a noun phrase, the comparison mainly focuses on noun terms. Two of 

three corpora were made of tagged noun terms from claim section of patents presented 

in two case studies. The total number of unique noun terms is 1948 of patent 

documents classified within USPC 360/324 and 1633 of patents from USPC 370/462. 

This tends to clarify whether the hybrid stemming procedure is applicable for patent 

documents. Another corpus was made by collecting tagged noun terms from the 

famous Brown Corpus which totally comprised 20634 different words. The Brown 

Corpus is often considered as a general corpus which contains 500 samples of English 
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text with approximately one million word counts. The validation against the Brown 

Corpus tends to provide performance to day-to-day articles when applying the 

proposed approach to. Because the irregular word lists have been included in the 

procedure and the lexicon serves only for verification purpose, it's expected that the 

proposed stemming approach can handle most irregular words and avoid mishaps of 

Porter's algorithm such as stemming word from university or universe to univers. The 

detailed validation results in Table 4.5 below indicate that the adopted method does 

significantly outperform the Porter's algorithm in all corpora. 

Figure 4.6 summarizes the implementation procedure of the pre-process. The 

POS tagger model and WordNet lexicon are accessed via POS tagger library and Java 

WordNet Interface (JWI) [106] library respectively. Patents which have been through 

the tagging and concatenation process are marked in the index table to ensure the work 

is done only once. Tagged patents and concatenated patents are saved to the database 

via Hibernate library after the pre-process is completed.  

Table 4.5 Results of the Proposed Hybrid Stemming Procedure 

 Description of Corpus Porter's 

Stemming 

Algorithm 

Accuracy 

Hybrid 

Stemming 

Procedure 

Accuracy 

Corpus 1: Noun 

terms from 

claims of patents 

within USPC 

360/324 

Contains 1948 unique words, 

appearing a total of 72552 times 

in the original documents. 

65.3% 98.3% 

Corpus 2: Noun 

terms from 

claims of patents 

within USPC 

Contains 1633 unique words, 

appearing a total of 70846 times 

in the original documents. 

56.0% 97.9% 
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370/462 

Corpus 3: Noun 

terms from the 

Brown Corpus 

Contains 20634 unique words, 

appearing a total of 226135 

times in the original documents 

52.3% 98.3% 
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Figure 4.5 Flow Chart of the Hybrid Stemming Procedure
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Figure 4.6 Flow Chart of Pre-Process
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4.1.3 Generating Pre-built Ontology Library  

General engineering knowledge has been well documented in textbooks, 

dictionaries, and handbooks. The gathered engineering terms are categorized manually 

into the following categories (―classes‖ in terms of ontology definition): components, 

material, process, property, phenomenon, standard, unit, and need. The intention and 

examples of each category are listed in Table 4.6. Note that axioms define 

relationships between ontologies. This makes it possible to denote a structural 

specification between two concepts from different categories. To edit gathered 

ontology,  the Protégé [107] (shown in Figure 4.7), which is the most popular 

ontology editor, is used. The ontology library is stored in the resource description 

framework (RDF) format. The RDF format was created by the RDF Working Group 

from the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) and is also the standard model for data 

interchange on the web [108]. 

Table 4.6 Categories For Noun Ontologies 

Category (Class)  Intention of the Class Examples 

Component Engineering components, devices. 
ball screw, arch ring, 

sleeve bearing, etc. 

Material 
Materials used in engineering such as 

metal, ceramics, composites, plastics. 

cast iron, nylon, 

alumina, fiber glass, 

etc. 

Process 

Mechanical or chemical operations 

performed on materials to achieve 

desired properties. 

hardening, extrusion, 

rolling, forging, 

casting, etc. 

Property 
Engineering characteristics of a certain 

device or material. 

density, strength, 

elasticity, thermal 

conductivity, etc. 

Phenomenon 
Observable event that results from 

certain interactions. 

heat diffusion, Brown 

motion, Hall effect, 
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wave-particle duality, 

etc. 

Standard 
Rule or principle agreed to by 

authorities or by general consent. 

ANSI Z87.1, UTF-8, 

ASTM A36, etc. 

Unit 

A precisely specified quantity in terms 

of which the magnitudes of other 

quantities of the same kind can be 

stated. 

km, kg, liter, psi, hour, 

kW, ampere, volts, etc. 

Discipline A field of study. 

Architectural 

Engineering, Chemical 

Engineering, 

Mechanical 

Engineering, 

Economy, 

Ergonomics. 

Creation 

Things those are created through 

engineering activities and not classified 

under classes above. 

S-N diagram, Nyquist 

diagram, performance 

chart, viscosity 

conversion table. 

Misc 
Things those are not elsewhere 

classified. 

tariff, service, lease, 

job description. 

 

As discussed in the tree formation chapter, verbs between noun ontologies are 

considered as edges in a tree. Therefore, the pre-built ontology library also comprises 

a list of verbs which are collected from the work done by Hirtz et al. [20]. Table 4.7 

below shows the list of verbs contained in the pre-built ontology library. Note that 

some of verbs occur more than once in the list below. However, in the ontology 

library, they belong to the class in which they appear firstly.  
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Table 4.7 Categories For Verb Ontologies [20] 

Category 

(Class)  

Secondary 

(Subclasses) 

Correspondents  

Branch 
separate 

distribute 

isolate, sever, disjoin, divide detach, isolate, release, 

sort, split, disconnect, subtract, extract, refine, filter, 

purify, percolate, strain, clear, remove, cut, drill, 

lathe, polish, sand, diffuse, dispel, disperse, dissipate, 

diverge, scatter 

Channel 

import 

export 

transfer 

guide 

form entrance, allow, input, capture, dispose, eject, 

emit, empty, remove, destroy, eliminate, transfer, 

carry, deliver, transport, advance, lift, move, transmit, 

conduct, convey, direct, shift, steer, straighten, 

switch, translate move, relocate, rotate spin, turn, 

allow DOF, constrain, unfasten, unlock 

Connect 
couple 

mix 

associate, connect, join, assemble, fasten, link, attach, 

add, blend, coalesce, combine, pack 

Control 

Magnitude 

actuate 

regulate 

change 

stop 

enable, initiate, start, turn-on, control, equalize, limit, 

maintain, increase allow, open, decrease, close, 

delay, interrupt, adjust, modulate, clear, demodulate, 

invert, normalize, rectify, reset, scale, vary, modify, 

increment amplify, enhance, magnify, multiply, 

decrement,  attenuate, dampen, reduce, shape, 

compact, compress, crush, pierce, deform, form, 

condition, prepare, adapt, treat, end, halt, pause, 

interrupt, restrain, prevent disable, turn-off, inhibit 

shield, insulate, protect, resist 

Convert N/A 

condense, create, decode, differentiate, digitize, 

encode, evaporate, generate, integrate, liquefy, 

process, solidify, transform 
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Provision 
store 

supply 

Accumulate, contain, capture, enclose, collect, 

absorb, consume, fill, reserve, supply, provide, 

replenish, retrieve, have, comprise 

Signal 

sense 

indicate 

process 

feel, determine, detect discern, perceive, recognize, 

measure identify, locate, announce, show, denote, 

record, register, track, mark, time, display, emit, 

expose, select, compare, calculate, check 

Support 

stabilize 

secure 

position 

steady, constrain, hold, place, fix, align, locate, orient 

 

4.1.4 Building Case-base N-gram Language Models  

With pre-processed patent documents and pre-built ontology library, it‘s then 

possible to start training class-based n-gram model. For the sake of validating 

performance of the obtained n-gram model, the dataset is split in accordance with the 

algorithm stated in Table 3.2. The training process which uses the training dataset has 

been discussed in section 3.1.1 and is shown in Figure 4.8. To access the pre-built 

ontology library, another set of API called OWLAPI [109] is used to create, 

manipulate and serializing ontologies. To avoid frequent reading library on the hard 

drive, the ontology library is loaded into the memory in a hash map for fast lookup. 

The model testing which is a reverse process of the training using testing dataset has 

also been discussed in section 3.1.2 and 3.1.3. To measure the accuracy of the method, 

each ontology gathered from patent documents is annotated with its recognition 

approach in a runtime log which is used for analyzing model performance.  
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Figure 4.7 Protégé User Interface 
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Figure 4.8 Flow Chart of Case-base N-gram Language Model 
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4.2 Tree Formation and Measures 

Both tree formation algorithm and measures manipulate trees stored in the 

memory. This asks for a tree data structure. Figure 4.9 shows such data structure 

adopted in this research. Note that all attributes in the class Node are declared as 

protected so that the Tree class can access them directly. Also the tree class is different 

from traditional tree data structure as some of methods such as moveLeaf and 

retagLeaf are required for tree transformation operations discussed in section 3.3.1. 

The clone method in two classes is invoked before the tree transformation to return 

caller a deep cloned instance. The transformation operations later on are performed on 

the cloned instance which doesn‘t affect input trees.  

Each node traversed in the tree is stored in the database as a record so that the 

tree can be retrieved and reconstructed again with little effort. A tree can be traversed 

in depth first (DF) manner or breadth first (BF) manner. Since the transformation 

discussed in section 3.3.1 requires a breadth first tree traversal, the traverseTreeBF 

method is mainly used in the implementation.  

 

Figure 4.9 Adopted Tree Data Structure 
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Figure 4.10 Tree Data Structure Stored in the Database 
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4.2.1 Tree Formation 

The tree formation follows the algorithm provided in section 3.2. The 

formation starts from pulling records of concatenated patent claims from the database 

as the input. The ontology library obtained from the class-based n-gram language 

model is used as another input. The library is loaded into the memory as a hash map 

again so that the query of ontology is quickened. As the tree data structure above 

indicated, classes of both parent node and the current node under consideration are 

stored as well as the class for the edge in-between these two nodes. An example of 

stored trees is shown in Figure 4.10.  

For better visualization of generated trees, an open source software called 

Graphviz [110] is integrated in order to interpret the tree structures stored in the 

database into graphs. The Graphviz uses graph description language (DOT) which 

describes graphs in plain text. From graph theory viewpoint, a tree is an undirected 

graph by definition. Therefore, the undirected graph is used in this application. In 

DOT, the keyword graph is used to indicate that the graph is not directed. To connect 

nodes in a tree, the double hyphen is used. The keyword node and edge are used in 

DOT to set up attributes for drawing. In the sample DOT codes below, the blue color 

is set for all nodes and red color for all edges. Similar to programming language such 

as Java and C++, DOT uses semicolon to end a statement. A claim tree obtained 

through the tree formation algorithm can be translated into DOT format easily because 

all necessary data is already available in the tree data structure. The DOT file can be 

created simply by appending nodes and edges in-between in the tree data structure to 

it. The DOT codes below shows an example of a generated DOT file from the U.S. 

Patent 5452931 [104]. Figure 4.11 illustrates the graph interpreted by the Graphviz 

using the DOT codes below. 

graph 5452931 { 

graph [label= Patent5452931, labelloc=t, fontsize=15]; 

node [color=blue]; 
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edge [color=red]; 

automobile [label="automobile\n_components"]; 

end [label="end\n_components"]; 

automobile--end [label="have\n_provision"]; 

automobile [label="automobile\n_components"]; 

impact [label="impact\n_components"]; 

automobile--impact [label="flex\n_utilize"]; 

automobile [label="automobile\n_components"]; 

bumper [label="bumper\n_components"]; 

automobile--bumper [label="have\n_provision"]; 

impact [label="impact\n_phenomena"]; 

source [label="source\n_components"]; 

impact--source [label="flex\n_utilize"]; 

impact [label="impact\n_phenomena"]; 

tension [label="tension\n_phenomena"]; 

impact--tension [label="attach\n_connect"]; 

bumper [label="bumper\n_components"]; 

flexural_modulus [label="flexural_modulus\n_components"]; 

bumper--flexural_modulus [label="predetermine\n_signal"]; 

flexural_modulus [label="flexural_modulus\n_components"]; 

compression [label="compression\n_phenomena"]; 

flexural_modulus--compression [label="attach\n_connect"]; 

flexural_modulus [label="flexural_modulus\n_components"]; 
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surface [label="surface\n_components"]; 

flexural_modulus--surface [label="have\n_provision"]; 

surface [label="surface\n_components"]; 

side [label="side\n_components"]; 

surface--side [label="have\n_provision"]; 

} 

 

Figure 4.11 Interpreted Graph 
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4.2.2 Tree Transformation, Costs and Feature Measures 

The implementation of tree transformation and cost computation is similar to 

the algorithm stated in section 3.3. The key in the implementation is the pre-process 

which determines nodes to be changed in the tree. To begin with the pre-process, the 

tree must be traversed in breadth first manner to ensure that adding, retagging and 

moving operations are done on upper layer in a tree before proceeding to the next 

layer. For node removing, nodes traversed are added to a stack first and popped when 

using for operations.  

In practice, the node deletion is the most straightforward one as it doesn‘t need 

to know other nodes. Retagging a node doesn‘t change the structure of the tree. 

Therefore, a new label and new edge are required in such operation. However, it is 

possible to retag multiple nodes those share the same superclass. An example of such 

case is shown in section 3.3.4. Node wingless_abutment and u-shaped_abutment in    

belong to the same superclass abutment. To avoid retagging the same node multiple 

times, the pre-processor must record each node that has been retagged before. Adding 

or moving a new node requires information of the parent node and the edge 

connecting between two. To calculate the cost for adding, deletion and retagging, the 

layer number (or height) and total number of layers are indispensable. But the cost for 

moving a node also asks for the layer number where the node originates.  

With node operations determined from the pre-process, the transformation 

simply invokes methods addLeaf, retagLeaf, moveLeaf and deleteLeaf from the tree 

data structure shown in Figure 4.9 in order to alter a tree. Note that the tree 

transformation algorithm strictly requires that four types of tree operations must be 

performed sequentially: adding->retagging->moving->deleting.  

The tree-based feature generation has been discussed in depth in section 3.4. 

The only issue in during the implementation is the format of the output matrix. Since 

the matrix is high-dimensional and sparse, the sparse matrix format is adopted which 

is consistent with the requirement of the clustering software called Cluto [111]. In 
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accordance with the specification of the sparse matrix format, the first line in the file 

contains information about the size of the matrix (n-by-m) and the number of non-zero 

entries. For example, numbers 7 8 21 in the first line means the matrix is 7-by-8 and 

there are total 21 non-zero items in the matrix below. The rest of lines contain 

information for each row of the matrix. Only non-zero entries in the matrix are stored. 

Before each entry, there is a number which indicates the location of the entry in the 

row. For example, the first row in the matrix below is stored as 2 1.1 5 0.5 8 0.2 and 

the second row is stored as 4 2.5 7 1.7. Blanks in the Table 4.8 are zero entries. 

Table 4.8 Sparse Matrix Format 

 
1.1 

  
0.5 

  
0.2 

   2.5   1.7  

 

Since each row in an output matrix represents a patent and each patent claim 

tree is mapped against the bag. The matrix size is n-by-m where n stands for the 

number of patents involved in clustering and m is the size of features (or size of the 

bag to be specific). A question is how sparse the matrix can be? Using 118 patents 

from the USPC 180/68.6 for tree-based generation, the result shows that the matrix 

contains 118 rows and 1042 columns. But only 2076 of them in the matrix are non-

zero entries. In other word, 98.31% of the matrix is occupied with 0 as the entry. This 

justifies the reason why the matrix is stored in sparse matrix format. The flow chart in 

Figure 4.12 summarizes work flow of the tree formation and measure computation 

discussed in this section.  
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Figure 4.12 Flow Chart for Tree Formation, Transformation and Feature Generation 

4.3 Clustering and Network Visualization 

As mentioned earlier, the clustering uses an open source software called Cluto 

[111]. The Cluto can take either a matrix file or a graph file as its input. In a matrix 

file, each object is treated as a vector in high-dimensional space. On the contrary, data 

points contained in graph file are used to compute similarity space between objects. 

The relationship between the cluster‘s objects and the dimensions of their feature 
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space differentiates two types of clustering algorithm. The question is which clustering 

algorithm should be used in this application. 

Per discussion made by Karypis [111], the first type of clusters contains 

objects those exhibit a strong pattern of conservation along a subset of their 

dimensions. In other word, a large fraction of the objects agree upon a subset of the 

original dimensions. The second type of clusters contains objects in which there also 

exists a subspace associated with that cluster. However, unlike the earlier case, there is 

a strong path within that cluster that connects them, but sub-clusters share a very small 

number of the subspace‘s dimension. Since the matrix obtained through the tree-based 

feature generation method resembles to the first type of the clusters, the vector based 

clustering algorithm is adopted in this research.  

As discussed earlier, the tree operation cost metric allow computers to measure 

the similarity between two patents. In other word, suppose there are total n patents 

available, the similarity measure should be calculated 
  (   )

 
 times. The patent 

network formation takes advantages of the similarity measures and citation between 

patents. Other than tree graph which is an undirected one, the patent network is a 

directed one as patents are filed in time sequence. In the graph, each patent is a node; 

the similarity between two patents is the distance between two nodes; the citation 

relationship between two patents is marked in solid line and dash line for non-citation 

relationship. Figure 4.13 below illustrates a network formed around patent 4084165 

based on the tree transformation costs. Figure 4.14 shows a more complicated network 

formed around the U.S. Patent 8360737. 
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Figure 4.13 Patent Network Formed for U.S. Patent 4084165 
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Figure 4.14 Patent Network Formed for U.S. Patent 8360737 

4.4 Experimental Setup 

To validate approaches discussed in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, patents from 

four subclasses defined in United States Patent Classification system [112] are 

selected and applied to the framework. To test whether the pre-built ontology library 

and generation methods can be used for various engineering patents, samples are 

selected based on following criterion: (1) a sampled patent is an engineering patent, 

and (2) sampled patents from one selected subclass share little similarity with other 
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sampled patents from another subclass. The similarity mentioned in the second criteria 

above refers to the fact that sampled patents of a subclass don‘t share similar 

classification with others. Figure 4.15 shows the statistics of sampled patents from 

four subclasses. The descriptions of four selected classes and their classes are as 

follow. 

The USPC class 180 relates to ―the propulsion of land vehicles by a motor 

carried on the vehicle‖ [113]. The subclass 65.21 is about ―an electric motor in the 

body or on the body-frame drives the vehicle, combined with a prime mover, other 

than another electric motor, for generating power for the electric motor or for driving 

the vehicle‖ [113]. The subclass 180/65.21 is also known as a classification for hybrid 

vehicles. Totally 414 patents are currently under this classification.  

The second class adopted in the research is class 417 which is a general class 

for pumping of fluids, and comprises the “pumping of slurries, fluent material and the 

like if handled in a manner not inconsistent with the handling of fluids” [114]. The 

subclass 44.1 which is under the subclass 1 defines the subject matter in which “ he 

motor is of the type having a working member (e.g., armature) which is motivated by 

elec  ici y o    m gne ic field” [114]. There are totally 476 patent documents currently 

under the classification of 417/44.1. 

The third class adopted is about image projectors which are defined as USPC 

class 353. The formal definition of the class is as follow. The class 353 includes “ he 

projectors for particular types of objects to be projected; such as maps and aerial 

photographs, targets, transparent plates, information data, microscopic objects, 

scales and indicators, and stencils or perforated plates. Various other species and 

types of projectors are also included here such as kaleidoscopic, heliostats, 

stereoscopic and relief, pointers, gun type, moving images on screens, episcopes and 

c  ine   incl ding  c een ” [115]. The subject matters under subclass 30 includes “   

least one image projector to project a plurality of images on a screen in superimposed 

or in mosaic relationship so that the images each contribute a part of the composite 
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im ge” [115]. In the class 353/30, 561 patents can be found from the USPTO 

database. 

The last class selected is 310 which relates to electrical generator or motor 

structure. The subclass 54 contains invention regarding to electrical generator or motor 

structure with “cooling fluid or contacting fluid is a liquid under normal atmospheric 

temperatures and pressures” [116]. This subclass contains 636 patents and one of 

them is also classified under the subclass 180/65.21. 

To train the class-based n-gram model, the pre-built ontology library which 

contains engineering knowledge gathered from engineering handbooks and 

dictionaries is indispensable. The library contains 15980 noun ontologies categorized 

into 10 classes and 613 verb ontologies classified within 8 classes. The detailed 

information regarding to the classification of ontologies is discussed in section 4.1.3. 

 

Figure 4.15 Sampled Patents from Four Subclasses 
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The implementations are compiled in Java Standard Edition (SE) 6 and run on 

Java Runtime Environment (JRE) 6 Update 34. The detailed system configuration is as 

follow (as Table 4.9 shows).  

Table 4.9 System Configuration 

Component Specification 

CPU Intel Core i7-2600k (Overclocked to 4.2GHz) 

RAM 16GB Corsair DDR3-12800 

Hard Drive Intel 330 series Solid State Drive 180GB 

Operating System Windows 7 Ultimate 64-Bit 

JRE minimum heap size 512MB 

JRE maximum heap size 1536MB 

MySQL Community Server 5.5.24 
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CHAPTER V 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

This chapter dedicates to the results and discussions of performance validation 

for proposed approaches and theories. The first section of this chapter discusses the 

accuracy of the class-based n-gram language models when applying to patents from 

four different classes. The next part provides a validation of the proposed tree 

transformation cost. Although the expense of validating the tree formation case-by-

case is prohibitively high in practice, the validation of the tree transformation can also 

reflect the completeness of tree formation. The third part presents a parametric study 

using different kernel functions and clustering algorithms in order to find out the most 

appropriate machine learning approach in practice. The last part of this chapter 

demonstrates how the proposed approach can facilitate engineering design and 

innovation through visualizing patent networks and clusters via a use case. 

5.1 Results of Class-based N-gram Language Models 

Since the proposed class-based n-gram language model doesn‘t work as 

traditional n-gram models, the intrinsic measure such as perplexity is not appropriate 

for validating its performance. Therefore, as discussed earlier in section 3.1.3, the 

hold-out validation method which is considered as an extrinsic measure is adopted in 

this study. Total 20% of the whole dataset is only used for testing purpose. The 

performance is measured in terms of recognition rate and accuracy. The first measure 

indicates the proportion of all ontologies retrieved and recognized from patent 

documents regardless of their classification results. The second measure suggests the 

accuracy of the model when applied to practical cases. It‘s worthy to note that the 

accuracy is considered as 100% if the classes of ontologies are determined from the 

library directly because the error incurred in that way is not due to the model. Also, 

since the classification is done at multiple stages, the accuracy of the approach is also 

measured at different levels. The Table 5.1 below details statistics of both training and 

testing corpora. Note that the number of ontologies indicated in the Table 5.1 is the 

number of unique ontologies in training dataset or in the test dataset respectively. It‘s 
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completely possible that both training and testing dataset contain the same ontology 

which is considered as the unique one in each dataset. Figure 5.1 shows the statistics 

of n-gram models before the class-based model is applied. As the Figure 5.1 indicates, 

the numbers of bi-gram and tri-gram are far less than    and     respectively where V 

is the number of unigram. This suggests that the number of unique sequences of words 

is limited in patent documents. Also, this implies that the n-gram language model 

applied to patent documents may potentially yield better results than applying day-to-

day articles as the former data is less sparse. 

Table 5.1 Training and Testing Corpora Statistics 

Sample Class Number of 

patents under 

the class 

Number of ontologies 

contained in training 

corpus 

Number of ontologies 

contained in testing 

corpus 

180/65.21 414 9431 2662 

417/44.1 476 11701 3404 

353/30 561 12762 3185 

310/54 636 12203 3164 
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Figure 5.1 Number of Unigram, Bi-gram and Tri-gram in Corpora 

 

Figure 5.2 Recognition Rate 
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Figure 5.3 Recall Rate 

 

Figure 5.4 Detailed Accuracy of the Method 
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Figure 5.5 Accurate Ontologies in Detail 

Figure 5.2 to 5.5 summarizes recognition rate, recall rate, accuracy and details 

of accurate ontologies when applying the proposed method to the hold-out dataset of 

each sampled class. As figures illustrated above, the best recognition rate obtained was 

95.39% and the worst one was 93.34% which meant there were approximately 7% of 

ontologies couldn‘t be classified with the approach proposed in this research. The 

recall rate for each dataset was similar to the recognition rate. The best recall rate was 

95.33% versus 93.00% for the worst one. The accuracy topped at 89.26% for 

recognizing ontologies retrieved from hybrid vehicle patents and worsened to 85.15% 

for ontologies from composite image projectors. Since the differences between the 

best and the worst performance in terms of recognition rate, recall rate, and accuracy 

were not significant (approximately 2-4%), it‘s reasonable to draw the conclusion that 

the approach works for all categories of the sampled dataset. 

Unclassifiable ontologies can be categorized into several types. The first type 

comprises acronyms such as GLONASS, GSM, Ni-MH, PWM and UMTS and 
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approximately 10% of unclassifiable ontologies fall into this category. Ontologies 

from the second type contain non-word characters such as change-over ON\/OFF, 

current input to\/output, power inverter\/converter, MAX\/V, P.sub.n-1, EQU00007 

##, etc. Such type accounts for approximately 5% of all undetermined ontologies. 

Typos such as equal lenght and tagging errors such as whereupon_nn and 

therealong_nn form another type of unrecognizable ontologies. 

Since the n-gram language model heavily relies on training corpus, it‘s 

completely possible that perfectly common sequences of words may be too rare to 

actually appear in the training corpus. In that case, it‘s impossible to assign a class to 

an ontology if the prior history is unknown in the training corpus. However, as Figure 

5.4 indicates, the accuracy of the class-based n-gram model actually increased as the 

size of training corpus increase although the performance improvement was marginal. 

Therefore, the model accuracy could be improved with larger training corpus in 

practice.  

Suppose a patent contains at most m unique ontologies, and there are at most 

    unique ontologies for n patents. As the Figure 5.1 indicates, the numbers of bi-

gram and tri-gram are also proportional to the number of unigram. Also, suppose both 

bi-grams and tri-grams are stored in a hashmap. The worst case performance for hash 

search is  (   ). Therefore, the upper bound of the computational complexity for 

the class-based n-gram language model is  (     ) since there are at most     

searches required. If the number of unique ontologies m is considered as a constant, 

then the computational complexity of the worst case for the model is  (  ). 

Before applying generated ontology libraries to further studies, they were 

reviewed manually under the Protégé in order to correct and prune known errors. The 

statistics of each library after the manual correction is shown in Figure 5.6.   
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Figure 5.6 Manually Corrected Ontology Libraries 

5.2 Validation of Tree Formation and Tree Transformation Cost 

The similarity computation takes place as many as 
  (   )

 
 times if there are n 

patents under consideration. In the study, totally 2086 patents are retrieved and applied 

to the approach for validation. Theoretically, the computation would have been carried 

out for 2174655 times. However, since samples are selected in a way that patents from 

different subclass share little in common, a comparison of patents from different 

subclasses is not meaningful. Therefore, the calculations are only attempted for patents 

within the same subclass and there are total 557551 unique comparisons are made.  

As mentioned earlier in this chapter, the expense of validating tree 

transformation cost case-by-case can be prohibitively high as the similarity score is 

computed based on pairs of patents. As the result, the validation of the tree formation 

and tree transformation measure is made in a qualitative way than a quantitative way. 

Suppose the tree formation algorithm and tree transformation cost algorithm can work 

as intended, pairs of patents with minimum transformation cost among all attempted 

comparisons should show extensive similarity and those pairs with maximum 
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operation cost should show essential dissimilarity.  Guided by this assumption, all 

attempted transformation costs are firstly sorted in ascending order. Then, pairs of 

patents with minimum and maximum cost are picked for manual review. Due to page 

limit, only 2 pairs of patents with minimum cost are reviewed in this section. Table 5.2 

and 5.3 below shows patent pairs those have smallest and largest operation cost 

respectively. The citation columns in two tables indicate whether two patents cite each 

other or not. If patent A cites patent B, the number is assigned to 1 and 0 otherwise. 

For example, U.S. Patent 7071585 cites Patent 6943468 in its reference section in the 

patent document, the citation score is 1 as shown in the Table 5.2. The number of 

minimum layers in the table indicates the smallest height of two trees in comparison. 

And the balanced operation cost is obtained by dividing the operation cost against the 

number of minimum layers. The rationale of introducing the balanced operation cost is 

discussed in equation 25 in the section 3.3.2. 
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Table 5.2 Pairs of Patents with Minimum Operation Cost 

Patent Pair # Unchanged Nodes 
Operation 

Cost 
# Min Layers 

Balanced Operation 

Cost 
Citation 

7202579|7129603 30 0.240384615 13 0.018491124 0 

7839031|7397154 29 2.40625 4 0.6015625 0 

7202579|7166941 15 2.8125 13 0.216346154 0 

7815420|7686587 4 5.7 5 1.14 0 

7071585|6943468 25 6.375 6 1.0625 1 

7176593|6946761 26 6.375 4 1.59375 0 

7821215|7686587 3 6.8 4 1.7 0 

4047561|3989102 28 6.988636364 10 0.698863636 0 

7784574|7730983 36 7.25 6 1.208333333 0 

5632157|5488837 19 8.025 4 2.00625 0 

5745305|5539483 9 8.725 5 1.745 1 

RE38790|6087734 67 9.21875 8 1.15234375 0 

6966759|6406265 17 9.25 4 2.3125 0 

7168925|6616413 12 10.2875 9 1.143055556 0 

7166941|7129603 15 10.3125 13 0.793269231 0 

7150534|7059722 12 10.55 4 2.6375 1 

7821215|7815420 3 10.975 4 2.74375 0 
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Table 5.3 Pairs of Patents with Minimum Operation Cost 

Patent Pair # Unchanged Nodes 
Operation 

Cost 
# Min Layers 

Balanced Operation 

Cost 
Citation 

5196746|5145298 0 218.925 9 24.325 0 

5627420|5145298 1 219.4182692 9 24.37980769 0 

6046520|5145298 0 219.9166667 9 24.43518519 0 

7129603|5145298 0 221.0961538 9 24.56623932 0 

7202579|5145298 0 221.1923077 9 24.57692308 0 

7042114|5145298 0 221.7272727 9 24.63636364 0 

5616973|5145298 1 222.4 9 24.71111111 1 

5237227|5145298 0 224.5 9 24.94444444 0 

6600251|5145298 0 224.625 9 24.95833333 0 

5172754|5145298 0 225.4017857 9 25.04464286 0 

7576458|5145298 0 226.4326923 9 25.15918803 0 

7334316|5145298 0 226.9285714 9 25.21428571 0 

7298064|5145298 0 227.6785714 9 25.29761905 0 

7166941|5145298 0 229.390625 9 25.48784722 0 

5509463|5145298 1 235.6833333 9 26.18703704 0 

5703421|5145298 0 239.8014706 9 26.64460784 0 
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 The first pair of patents reviewed is U.S. Patent 7202579 [117] and 7129603 

[118] with the computed transformation cost 0.24. The patent documents from the 

USPTO database show that the application of Patent 7202579 is a continuation of the 

Patent 7129603. Table 5.4 below is the comparison of the first claims from two 

patents. Note that the only differences in the first claims from two patents the 

deposition tool. Other claims from two patents also share great similarity. The 

generated trees shown in Figure 5.7 and 5.8 also reflect this as most of nodes in two 

trees are completely identical albeit the layouts of two trees are different. 

Table 5.4 First Claims from Patent 7202579 and 7129603 [117, 118] 

First Claim from Patent 7202579 First Claim from Patent 7129603 

“A stator bar end and a fitting receiving 

the end to define a seal substantially 

impermeable to liquid, the fitting having 

a chamber for receiving a liquid through 

an opening in the fitting and in 

communication with hollow strands 

forming at least a portion of said stator 

bar and for flow of the liquid through the 

hollow strands, wherein at least a 

portion of an interior surface of said 

fitting has a metallic layer disposed 

thereon, wherein said metallic layer is 

deposited by electroless plating.”  

“A stator bar end and a fitting receiving 

the end to define a seal substantially 

impermeable to liquid, the fitting having 

a chamber for receiving a liquid 

through an opening in the fitting and in 

communication with hollow strands 

forming at least a portion of said stator 

bar and for flow of the liquid through 

the hollow strands, wherein at least a 

portion of an interior surface of said 

fitting has a metallic layer disposed 

thereon, wherein said metallic layer is 

deposited by electroplating.”  

 

The U.S. Patent 4047561 [119] is a division of the Patent 3989102 [120] and 

the operation cost between two is 6.989. Unlike the pair of patents reviewed above, the 

first claims from two patents are different although they still share a lot in common (as 

Table .5.5 indicates). Besides, Patent 3989102 has 5 claims and Patent 4047561 has 
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only 2. Two trees in Figure 5.9 and 5.10 demonstrate the differences between two 

patents graphically. Considering the fact that the cost in this pair of patents is 

significantly larger than the previous pair‘s, it‘s reasonable to believe that the 

operation cost measure together with tree formation algorithm indeed can reflect the 

differences between two patent documents.  

Table 5.5 First Claims from Patent 4047561 and 3989102 [119, 120] 

First Claim from Patent 4047561 First Claim from Patent 3989102 

“A fo ced liq id cooling system 

comprising a main cooling duct loop for 

continuously circulating dielectric cooling 

liquid in a closed path past heat 

producing equipment to be cooled and 

including a pump for pumping said 

cooling liquid and a heat exchanger for 

cooling said cooling liquid, combined 

continuous gas separator and liquid-gas 

interface pressurizer means for 

pressurizing at least a portion of said 

cooling liquid with dielectric gas and 

establishing selected physical conditions 

to obtain preferential evolution of 

dissolved gas from said cooling liquid, to 

thereby prevent the formation of bubbles, 

said combined separator and pressurizer 

means elevated a considerable height 

above said main cooling duct loop to 

establish favorable low pressure 

conditions for gas evolution, and said 

“ A forced liquid cooling system 

comprising a main cooling duct loop 

for continuously circulating dielectric 

cooling liquid in a closed path past 

heat producing equipment to be cooled 

and including a pump for pumping said 

cooling liquid and a heat exchanger for 

cooling said cooling liquid, combined 

continuous gas separator and liquid-

gas interface pressurizer means for 

pressurizing at least a portion of said 

cooling liquid with dielectric gas and 

establishing selected physical 

conditions to obtain preferential 

evolution of dissolved gas from said 

cooling liquid, to thereby prevent the 

formation of bubbles, and said 

combined separator and pressurizer 

means elevated above said main 

cooling duct loop and including 

auxiliary heating means for heating the 
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combined separator and pressurizer 

means comprising a pressurizer 

expansion tank for said cooling liquid 

having a vertical exit duct connecting to a 

gas storage tank, a vertically oriented 

condenser mounted to cool the vapor and 

gas in said exit duct, and means for 

venting excess pressure in said gas 

  o  ge   nk.”  

cooling liquid circulating therethrough, 

to thereby establish favorable 

temperature and pressure conditions 

for gas evolution. ”  
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Figure 5.7 Formed Patent Claim Tree for Patent 7202579 
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Figure 5.8 Formed Patent Claim Tree for Patent 7129603
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Figure 5.9 Formed Patent Claim Tree for Patent 4047561
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Figure 5.10 Formed Patent Claim Tree for Patent 3989102 

As Xue et al. pointed out in the paper, the computational complexity for 

comparison between two trees with approximately same number of nodes V is roughly 

upper-bounded by  (  ) [4]. Suppose there are n patents waiting for comparisons, 

(
 
 
)  

  (   )

 
 times computations will be needed. In other word, the computational 

complexity for the worst case is  (     ). In reality, a single calculation of the 

transformation cost for each pair took approximately 117 milliseconds to complete on 

author‘s computer and more than 18 hours to finish all 557551 comparisons.  
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5.3 Tree-based Clustering Results 

To validate clustering performance, two types of validation techniques are 

available. The first one, which is known as external cluster quality statistics, obtains 

statistical information regarding to clusters based on previous knowledge. On the 

contrary, the second one, which is known as internal cluster quality statistics, acquires 

statistics based on the information intrinsic to the data alone.  

Thanks to the patent classification system, it‘s possible to perform parametric 

studies using classes of patents as known labels. Two commonly adopted statistics for 

determining the external quality of clusters are purity and entropy. Given a particular 

cluster    with its size   , number of classes in the dataset q and the number of 

document of the i
th 

class that were assigned to the r
th

 cluster   
 , the purity and entropy 

of the clustering can be calculated via equation 30 and 31 respectively [121]. 

Generally speaking, it‘s preferred to have clustering solutions with small entropy 

values and large purity values [111]. 

       ∑
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(31) 

 

Since the Cluto offers various methods for clustering objects and there are 

three different kernel functions (discussed in section 3.4) available for computing 

damping factors, parametric studies are necessary to investigate which combination of 
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those two could yield the best performance. Table 5.6 below shows available 

clustering methods from Cluto. 

Table 5.6 Available Clustering Methods from Cluto [111] 

Method Description 

rb 

(partitioning 

method) 

The k-way clustering solution is obtained by performing a 

sequence of k − 1 repeated bisections. The matrix is first clustered 

into two groups. Then one of these groups is selected to be 

bisected further. This process continues until the number of 

clusters meets desired value. 

rbr 

(partitioning 

method) 

This method is similar to the repeated-bisecting method above. 

But at the end, the overall solution is globally optimized. 

direct 

(partitioning 

method) 

The k-way clustering solution is obtained by finding all k clusters 

simultaneously. 

agglo 

(hierarchical 

method) 

The k-way clustering solution is computed using the agglomerative 

approach. The goal of the agglomerative approach is to optimize a 

particular clustering criterion locally. The solution is obtained by 

stopping the agglomeration process from continuing when the 

number of clusters meets the desired value. 

bagglo 

(hierarchical 

method) 

The k-way clustering solution is computed in a similar manner to 

the agglomerative method above. However, the agglomeration 

process is biased by a partitional clustering solution that is initially 

computed on the dataset. 

 

The classification of each patent is used as its class label in validating 

clustering performance and total number of clusters is the number of unique classes in 

the dataset. Cluto then uses class labels as previous knowledge to compute purity and 

entropy. The pair of clustering method and damping method with the smallest entropy 
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and the largest purity is selected. Table 5.7 shows the number of unique classes for 

each subclass adopted in this research. Figure 5.11-5.14 illustrates the result of 

parametric study performed on patents from each subclass. Note that the quadratic 

kernel function outperforms other two kernels in all four studies as it can provide the 

largest purity and smallest entropy in almost all cases. And the hierarchical methods 

(agglo and bagglo) tend to provide better purity at the cost of entropy comparing with 

partitioning methods (rb, rbr and direct). Therefore, the combination of quadratic 

kernel and the agglomerative clustering method (bagglo to be more specific) is 

adopted. Figure 5.15-5.18 shows clustering results based on the quadratic kernel and 

agglomerative clustering method with  (   ) clusters where n is the number of 

samples [122]. 

Table 5.7 Number of Unique Classes 

Subclass # Patents Under the Subclass # Unique Classes 

180/65.21 414 30 

417/44.1 476 42 

353/30 561 19 

310/54 636 34 
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Figure 5.11 Parametric Study of USPC 180/65.21 
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Figure 5.12 Parametric Study of USPC 417/44.1 
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Figure 5.13 Parametric Study of USPC 353/30 
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Figure 5.14 Parametric Study of USPC 310/54 
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Figure 5.15 Visualization of Clusters from Patents Under 180/65.21 
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Figure 5.16 Visualization of Clusters from Patents Under 417/44.1 
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Figure 5.17 Visualization of Clusters from Patents Under 353/30 
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Figure 5.18 Visualization of Clusters from Patents Under 310/54 
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The comparison between clustering results and the tree transformation cost 

shows that patent pairs with low similarity scores are clustered together which implies 

that the clustering does successfully group similar patents together with tree-based 

features (in Table 5.8). Also, patent pairs with low similarity scores tend to have larger 

internal z-score. The internal z-score measures the similarity between an object to 

other objects in the same cluster while the external z-score measures the similarity 

between an object to other objects from different clusters. In accordance to Karypis, 

objects which have large values of the internal z-score and small values of the external 

z-score tend to form the core of their clusters [111].  

Table 5.8 Patent Clusters Number and Similarity 

Patent Number 

Internal 

Z-score 

External 

Z-score 
Cluster No. Cost 

7202579 2.248834 -1.208948 17 

0.2404 

7129603 2.248834 -1.208948 17 

7839031 0.657009 -0.758216 0 

2.406 

7397154 0.82384 -0.748521 0 

7815420 1.055637 0.4 15 

5.700 

7686587 2.44278 0.5 15 

7071585 1.191523 0.013136 5 

6.375 

6943468 1.185164 -0.212962 5 

7176593 0.44082 -0.440489 6 

6.375 

6946761 0.671155 -0.304669 6 

7784574 2.373513 1.420511 14 

7.250 

7730983 2.654013 1.435844 14 
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5.4 A Use Case 

To use the proposed approach, the user will first search the USPTO database 

for interested patents. This can be done with the patent retrieval method discussed in 

4.1.1. Once all patents are retrieved and indexed into the database, the pre-process will 

apply natural language processing techniques to those patents. The class-based n-gram 

model will uses pre-processed patents to train the model and output the library through 

the classification. To improve the accuracy, the library needs to be manually pruned 

by the users. Thanks to the model‘s performance, only small proportion ontology (less 

than 15% percent) requires manual work. With the library built from up-to-date patent 

documents as an input, patent claim trees will then be formed in accordance with the 

method discussed in section 3.2. Two possible uses of formed trees are clustering and 

tree transformation cost measure. 

By plotting filing dates of patents in each cluster, one can tell which cluster 

attracts more attentions than others currently. For example, two clusters showed in 

Figure 5.19 suggest that patents from cluster 0 receive more attention than cluster 5 

recently since the former has more patents filed after 2007 than the later one does. The 

same phenomenon can be observed in Figure 5.20. Besides, each cluster obtained 

through the clustering algorithm contains different descriptive and discriminative 

features. As their name imply, the former one contains features that best describe the 

cluster and the later one comprises features that best distinguish the current cluster 

from others. Table 5.9 to 5.12 shows these two features for different clusters. By 

combining the plotted clusters and features, it‘s possible to reveal the current trend of 

a technology. For instance, patents filed recently under the subclass 310/54 contain 

features such as pump, heat exchanger, wall, and sensor in their first layer. On the 

contrary, patents filed earlier under the same subclass mainly comprise impeller, shaft, 

chamber and tube in the first layer. Similarly, patent filed recently for hybrid vehicles 

tend to focus on battery, cell and capacitors.  
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Figure 5.19 Two Clusters from USPC 310/54 

 

Figure 5.20 Two Clusters from USPC 180/65.21 
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Table 5.9 Features for Cluster 0 from USPC 310/54 

Descriptive  

Features 

pump_1 10.3%, motor_1  8.8%, housing_2  1.8%, 

heat_exchanger_1  1.4%, motor_2  1.4%, change_2  1.4%, 

convey_2  1.1%, vehicle_2  1.0%, connect_2  1.0%, change_1  

1.0%, wall_1  1.0%, motor_3  1.0%, chamber_2  1.0%, 

reservoir_2  1.0%, include_2  1.0%, liquid_3  0.8%, supply_3  

0.7%, channel_1  0.7%, sensor_1  0.7%, move_3  0.7% 

Discriminative  

Features 

pump_1 11.3%, motor_1  6.7%, heat_exchanger_1  1.3%, 

vehicle_2  1.2%, reservoir_2  1.1%, surface_2  1.0%, stator_1  

1.0%, rotor_1  0.8%, motor_2  0.8%, surface_1  0.7%, increase_3  

0.7%, motor_3  0.7%, liquid_3  0.7%, core_2  0.7%, housing_2  

0.7%, shape_2  0.7%, tube_1  0.6%, member_1  0.6%, sensor_1  

0.6%, coil_2  0.6% 

 

Table 5.10 Features for Cluster 5 from USPC 310/54 

Descriptive 

Features 

pump_2  4.1%, impeller_1  3.1%, shaft_1  2.7%, port_1  2.5%, 

chamber_1  1.8%, tube_1  1.5%, wall_2  1.5%, machine_1  1.5%, 

rotor_2  1.2%, connect_2  1.2%, bearing_1  1.1%, secure_1  

1.1%, wall_3  1.0%, motor_1  1.0%, port_2  1.0%, have_4  0.9%, 

housing_1  0.9%, have_3  0.8%, conduit_1  0.8%, have_2  0.8%  

Discriminative 

Features 

pump_2  5.2%, impeller_1  4.1%, port_1  2.4%, chamber_1  

1.4%, secure_1  1.3%, plurality_1  1.2%, shaft_1  1.1%, coil_1  

1.1%, coil_2  1.0%, part_1  0.8%, vane_2  0.8%, change_2  0.8%, 

port_2  0.7%, have_1  0.7%, element_1  0.6%, surface_2  0.6%, 

wind_2  0.6%, body_1  0.6%, channel_2  0.6%, port_3  0.6% 
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Table 5.11 Features for Cluster 0 from USPC 180/65.21 

Descriptive 

Features 

element_1  6.2%, machine_1  2.4%, device_1  2.3%, element_2  

2.3%, clutch_1  2.2%, clutch_2  2.2%, element_3  1.8%, 

member_1  1.7%, device_2  1.7%, transmission_1  1.5%, wheel_2  

1.4%, basis_3  1.4%, case_1  1.3%, have_3  1.3%, connect_3  

1.2%, move_2  1.2%, have_2  1.1%, connect_2  1.0%, plurality_2  

1.0%, clutch_3  1.0% 

Discriminative 

Features 

element_1  4.5%, clutch_2  1.7%, element_2  1.5%, basis_3  

1.5%, element_3  1.2%, generator_1  1.2%, engine_3  1.2%, 

machine_1  1.1%, module_1  1.0%, vehicle_1  1.0%, 

controlling_1  0.9%, battery_2  0.9%, member_1  0.8%, battery_1  

0.8%, motor_2  0.8%, case_1  0.7%, gear_1  0.7%, component_3  

0.7%, sensor_1  0.7%, clutch_3  0.7% 

 

Table 5.12 Features for Cluster 3 from USPC 180/65.21 

Descriptive 

Features 

battery_3  4.8%, vehicle_1  3.0%, battery_2  2.7%, charge_3  

2.5%, charge_2  2.3%, system_1  1.9%, source_2  1.9%, switch_2  

1.7%, battery_1  1.7%, plurality_1  1.7%, use_3  1.7%, charge_1  

1.7%, system_2  1.6%, cell_1  1.5%, switch_1  1.4%, recharge_1  

1.2%, use_2  1.2%, level_2  1.0%, provide_4  0.9%, capacitor_1  

0.9% 

Discriminative 

Features 

battery_3  3.5%, charge_3  1.9%, charge_2  1.6%, charge_1  

1.4%, shaft_1  1.2%, recharge_1  1.1%, source_2  1.1%, switch_2  

1.0%, battery_2  1.0%, controlling_1  1.0%, transmission_1  

1.0%, shaft_2  0.9%, use_3  0.9%, clutch_1  0.8%, cell_1  0.8%, 

include_2  0.8%, switch_1  0.8%, device_1  0.8%, module_1  

0.7%, vehicle_1  0.7% 
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The tree transformation cost measure helps determine the possible 

infringement between a new invention and existing patent documents. By revealing 

the transformation costs and the number of unchanged nodes between a document 

under consideration and already filed patents, the user can avoid possible patent 

infringement by either acquiring license from similar patents or adopting different 

technologies in the invention. For example, suppose the patent RE38790 contains an 

invention made by the user. The user can use the tree operation cost measure 

developed in this dissertation to find out the most similar inventions by visualizing the 

network formed based on the cost. As Figure 5.21 indicates, the closest related patent 

is patent 6087734. Further investigating the details of the cost measure shown in Table 

5.13, 67 identical nodes are discovered. Rather than searching for patents blindly, the 

user only needs to explore claim trees for those patent documents with low operation 

cost and similar nodes to decide if the infringement could happen when making, using, 

offering for sale or selling the invention. The American Intellectual Property Law 

Association (AIPLA) suggests that the cost of a validity opinion on a single patent 

averages over $15,000 [123]. In contrast, the approach developed in this dissertation 

makes it possible to do the similar search with a computational approach which can 

dramatically reduce such cost.
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Table 5.13 Detailed Tree Operation Cost Measure 

COMPARISON ADD RETAG MOVE DELETE UNCHANGE OPCOST 

RE38790|6809429 42 1 6 89 1 51.25 

RE38790|6781251 27 0 9 87 1 45.63 

RE38790|6767660 36 3 3 91 0 52.50 

RE38790|6729423 16 1 2 94 0 32.91 

RE38790|6712165 18 2 3 91 1 37.17 

RE38790|6691807 31 3 6 88 0 52.27 

RE38790|6649291 26 0 2 95 0 39.41 

RE38790|6627340 41 2 0 95 0 55.25 

RE38790|6612963 20 2 2 92 1 35.22 

RE38790|6612203 27 0 3 94 0 46.64 

RE38790|6573745 34 0 5 91 1 49.75 

RE38790|6557656 45 0 3 93 1 60.47 

RE38790|6540035 17 1 4 92 0 32.58 

RE38790|6508324 56 3 4 89 1 74.86 

RE38790|6502652 110 5 11 81 0 124.43 

RE38790|6354974 56 1 4 92 0 73.81 

RE38790|6328670 3 0 6 24 67 9.22 
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Figure 5.21 Patent Network Formed For Patent RE38790 
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CHAPTER VI 

CONLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this dissertation, a novel framework that combines disciplines such as 

information retrieval (IR), natural language processing (NLP), machine learning (ML), 

ontological engineering, and engineering design theories is developed and tested. The 

results show that the implementation of the framework can allow computers to 

automatically recognize potential ontologies, extract design structures, investigate 

similarity between patent documents, and cluster patents in accordance with their 

designs. The resulting visualization and identification outcome can be beneficial for 

engineering designers and potential entrepreneurs by uncovering the relationships 

represented as patent networks. The class-based n-gram language model, ontology tree 

formation method, tree transformation and its cost measure, and tree-based feature 

generation are novel attempts in the field. However, the experiments show that the 

proposed methods can yield fruitful results, at least with sampled dataset. 

Comparing with known literatures, the research is original in following 

aspects. First of all, ontology libraries obtained through the proposed method contain 

larger number of ontologies than any other known libraries [124]. The class-based n-

gram model is a completely novel attempt in engineering design field which can 

provide 60% accuracy with a relatively small dataset for training. Besides, the method 

is capable of extracting knowledge from new documents at fairly high accuracy. 

Second, the ontology tree defined in the dissertation extends the formal definition of a 

knowledge tree in ontology engineering. The new notations make it possible to 

formalize tree transformation and cost measures in a rigorous mathematical approach. 

Unlike other tree similarity measures in the literature [4], the new measure is a 

reflexive one and can yield reasonable results with datasets used in this research. In 

contrast to work done by other researchers [66, 125], the tree similarity measure takes 

the topology of a tree into consideration and emphasizes the importance of key 

components in an invention. With the support of the ontology library, the tree 

transformation operation can disambiguate both noun phrases and verbs obtained from 
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the patent documents. This theoretically can results in improving the accuracy. 

Finally, the results of applying the tree-based clustering to the dataset show that the 

developed approach can produce meaningful clusters since the outcome of the tree 

transformation cost measure and clusters can prove each other. 

On the other hand, the proposed methods are not flawless and need 

improvement especially when larger dataset is applied in practice. Future research 

should investigate the possibility of applying the developed approaches to further 

facilitate engineering design activities. For example, the n-gram model described in 

the research can be used in supporting conceptual design activities by prompting the 

user most frequent components or the rarest components adopted in design. For 

instance, the drive train in a hybrid vehicle is often followed by an electric power 

source (occurred 3 times in the corpus) rather than a non-electric power source 

(occurred only once). The ontology library based on the state-of-the-art patent 

documents also can provide the most up-to-date solutions and their alternatives to a 

pertained problem. Future research should seek appropriate applications in 

engineering design field for the generated ontology library. Furthermore, future 

research should explore possible uses of the tree transformation cost measures and 

clustering to reveal the trend of an industry and possible dominant technologies. 

Finally, the future work needs to incorporate research area that can enhance the 

performance of the developed approaches. They are discussed in the following 

sections.    

6.1 N-gram Language Models 

The n-gram language models have been widely used in computer science, 

computational linguistics, and applied mathematics. However, applications of n-gram 

models in engineering design are still limited. This is partly due to the nature of 

engineering design activities. Comparing with documents in words, drawings and 

mathematic formulas are more straightforward and easier to understand for a 
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disciplined engineer. Therefore, as part of future research, the possibility of using the 

n-gram models jointly with engineering drawings and equations will be investigated. 

Another field deserves more research work is the proposed class-based n-gram 

language models. Although the new model still relies on statistical properties of the 

dataset, the underlying principles and rationale are completely different from the 

traditional n-gram model. Rather than predicting the next word with given history, the 

proposed model is designed to work like a classifier with pre-defined labels. Since the 

model relies on tagging information to recognize nouns and verbs, taggers trained 

specifically on patent data will be helpful in improving its accuracy. Also, since the 

model uses rule-based algorithm to concatenate relevant words into phrases, the 

accuracy can be improved by using a statistical phrase recognizer trained with patent 

documents. Finally, the computational complexity can be reduced if future research on 

appropriate data structures and algorithms is made. 

6.2 Tree Formation and Transformation Cost 

In the research, the tree formation algorithm is also a rule-based one. Again, a 

probabilistic parser using patent documents as its training data can improve the 

performance of tree formation. However, in practice, the probabilistic parser requires 

considerable amount of memory and computation time when dealing with long 

sentences (more than 150 words in a sentence). For patent documents, it‘s common to 

have a single claim that contains more than 300 words. The time and space complexity 

required by a parser for parsing such long sentences can be prohibitive currently. 

Therefore, future work will investigate the possibility of developing a robust statistical 

parser with reasonable performance for long sentences. 

As discussed in section 5.2, the expense of validating tree transformation cost 

case-by-case could be prohibitively high. As the result, only qualitative validation is 

provided in this dissertation. Future research should explore a proper method to 

validate tree transformation cost in a quantitative approach. Also, a parametric study is 

desired in order to fine-tune the similarity measure between two ontologies. 
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Furthermore, future work will seek for more efficient data structures and algorithms 

for tree operations to further decrease computational complexity. From 

implementation perspective, performance enhancement techniques such as concurrent 

programming and database querying optimization also demand more future work so 

that the calculating time required for tree transformation computation can be 

controlled under a reasonable range.  

6.3 Tree-based Clustering and Network Visualization 

Comparing with the computation time needed for calculating tree 

transformation cost, the tree-based feature generation is much faster as the algorithm is 

upper-bounded with  (  ) where n is the number of patent documents. Therefore, 

future research should investigate the approach to use both clustering and tree 

transformation measure jointly to discover interested patent documents more quickly. 

Besides, since Cluto can only measure clustering quality with purity and entropy, 

future research should explore possibility of using internal indices as well as external 

indices other than purity and entropy adopted in this research to validate clustering 

performance. 

The network visualization is performed based on tree transformation cost and 

the DOT language in this research. For a network with only couples of nodes and 

edges such as Figure 4 13, it‘s not hard to investigate all possible relationships 

visually. However, it‘s difficult to explore all relationships in a large scale network 

such as Figure 4.14 shows. To overcome this difficulty, the future work should 

examine the possibility of allowing a user to visualize a formed network from different 

views by combining the DOT language and graphical user interface (GUI) together.   
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APPENDIX A 

HIBERNATE AND ITS CONFIGURATION 

The database in this research serves one of the key persistent storage means. 

However, working with both Object-Oriented programs and Relational Databases 

turns out to be cumbersome and time-consuming due to a paradigm mismatch between 

how data is represented in objects versus relational databases. In this project, 

Hibernate is employed in order to solve such mismatch. Hibernate can take care of the 

mapping process between Java classes and database tables as well as Java data types 

and SQL data types. In addition, it provides tools for data query and retrieval facilities 

which can significantly reduce development and debugging time. Hibernate relies on 

configuration file and mapping files to convert Plain Old Java Objects (POJOs) into 

appropriate mapping types. Examples below show the configuration file of the 

Hibernate, a Java class and its mapping file. 

Hibernate Configuration File 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<!DOCTYPE hibernate-configuration PUBLIC "-//Hibernate/Hibernate Configuration 

DTD 3.0//EN" 

                                         "http://www.hibernate.org/dtd/hibernate-configuration-

3.0.dtd"> 

<hibernate-configuration> 

 <session-factory> 

  <property 

name="hibernate.connection.driver_class">com.mysql.jdbc.Driver</property> 

  <property 

name="hibernate.connection.url">jdbc:mysql://localhost/userdata</property> 

  <property 

name="hibernate.dialect">org.hibernate.dialect.MySQLDialect</property> 

  <property name="hibernate.connection.username">root</property> 

  <property name="hibernate.connection.password">root</property> 
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  <property name="hibernate.connection.pool_size">10</property> 

  <property name="hibernate.hbm2ddl.auto">update</property> 

  <mapping class="edu.ttu.me.db.Patent" 

resource="edu/ttu/me/db/Patent.hbm.xml"/> 

  <mapping class="edu.ttu.me.db.GrantPatent" 

resource="edu/ttu/me/db/GrantPatent.hbm.xml"/> 

  <mapping class="edu.ttu.me.db.ParsedPatent" 

resource="edu/ttu/me/db/ParsedPatent.hbm.xml"/> 

  <mapping class="edu.ttu.me.db.TaggedPatent" 

resource="edu/ttu/me/db/TaggedPatent.hbm.xml"/> 

  <mapping class="edu.ttu.me.db.PatentIndex" 

resource="edu/ttu/me/db/PatentIndex.hbm.xml"/> 

  <mapping class="edu.ttu.me.db.OneGramFreq" 

resource="edu/ttu/me/db/OneGramFreq.hbm.xml"/> 

  <mapping class="edu.ttu.me.db.BiGramFreq" 

resource="edu/ttu/me/db/BiGramFreq.hbm.xml"/> 

  <mapping class="edu.ttu.me.db.TriGramFreq" 

resource="edu/ttu/me/db/TriGramFreq.hbm.xml"/> 

  <mapping class="edu.ttu.me.db.ConcatePatent" 

resource="edu/ttu/me/db/ConcatePatent.hbm.xml"/> 

  <mapping class="edu.ttu.me.db.CBNGram" 

resource="edu/ttu/me/db/CBNGram.hbm.xml"/> 

  <mapping class="edu.ttu.me.db.CBNGramPred" 

resource="edu/ttu/me/db/CBNGramPred.hbm.xml"/> 

  <mapping class="edu.ttu.me.db.OntologyTree" 

resource="edu/ttu/me/db/OntologyTree.hbm.xml"/> 

  <mapping class="edu.ttu.me.db.TreeSimilarity" 

resource="edu/ttu/me/db/TreeSimilarity.hbm.xml"/> 

 </session-factory> 
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</hibernate-configuration> 

 

Example of Plain Old Java Object 

package edu.ttu.me.db; 

import java.util.Date; 

 

/** 

 * This class stores patent general information. 

 *  

 * @author Zane 

 * @version 0.1 

 */ 

public class Patent { 

 

    private long id; 

    private String number; 

    private String name; 

    private String inventors; 

    private String primarycls; 

    private String secondarycls; 

    private Date filedate; 

    private String abstracts; 

    private String claims; 

    private String description; 

     

    public Patent (){} 

 

    public Patent(Patent patent) { 

        this.id = patent.id; 
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        this.number = patent.number; 

        this.name = patent.name; 

        this.inventors = patent.inventors; 

        this.primarycls = patent.primarycls; 

        this.secondarycls = patent.secondarycls; 

        this.filedate = patent.filedate; 

        this.abstracts = patent.abstracts; 

        this.claims = patent.claims; 

        this.description = patent.description; 

    } 

 

    /** 

     * Constructor with all fields. 

     *  

     * @param id 

     * @param number 

     * @param name 

     * @param inventors 

     * @param classification 

     * @param filedate 

     * @param abstracts 

     * @param claims 

     * @param description 

     */ 

    public Patent(long id, String number, String name, String inventors, 

            String primarycls, String secondarycls, Date filedate, 

            String abstracts, String claims, String description) { 

        this.id = id; 

        this.number = number; 
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        this.name = name; 

        this.inventors = inventors; 

        this.primarycls = primarycls; 

        this.secondarycls = secondarycls; 

        this.filedate = filedate; 

        this.abstracts = abstracts; 

        this.claims = claims; 

        this.description = description; 

    } 

 

    public long getId() { 

        return id; 

    } 

 

    public void setId(long id) { 

        this.id = id; 

    } 

 

    public String getNumber() { 

        return number; 

    } 

 

    public void setNumber(String number) { 

        this.number = number; 

    } 

 

    public String getName() { 

        return name; 

    } 
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    public void setName(String name) { 

        this.name = name; 

    } 

 

    public String getInventors() { 

        return inventors; 

    } 

 

    public void setInventors(String inventors) { 

        this.inventors = inventors; 

    } 

 

    public String getPrimarycls() { 

        return primarycls; 

    } 

 

    public void setPrimarycls(String primarycls) { 

        this.primarycls = primarycls; 

    } 

 

    public String getSecondarycls() { 

        return secondarycls; 

    } 

 

    public void setSecondarycls(String secondarycls) { 

        this.secondarycls = secondarycls; 

    } 
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    public Date getFiledate() { 

        return filedate; 

    } 

 

    public void setFiledate(Date filedate) { 

        this.filedate = filedate; 

    } 

 

    public String getAbstracts() { 

        return abstracts; 

    } 

 

    public void setAbstracts(String abstracts) { 

        this.abstracts = abstracts; 

    } 

 

    public String getClaims() { 

        return claims; 

    } 

 

    public void setClaims(String claims) { 

        this.claims = claims; 

    } 

 

    public String getDescription() { 

        return description; 

    } 

 

    public void setDescription(String description) { 
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        this.description = description; 

    } 

 

    @Override 

    public String toString() { 

        return "Patent [id=" + id + ", number=" + number + ", name=" + name 

                + ", inventors=" + inventors + ", primarycls=" + primarycls 

                + ", secondarycls=" + secondarycls + ", filedate=" + filedate 

                + ", abstracts=" + abstracts + ", claims=" + claims 

                + ", description=" + description + "]"; 

    } 

 

    @Override 

    public int hashCode() { 

        final int prime = 31; 

        int result = 1; 

        result = prime * result 

                + ((abstracts == null) ? 0 : abstracts.hashCode()); 

        result = prime * result + ((claims == null) ? 0 : claims.hashCode()); 

        result = prime * result 

                + ((description == null) ? 0 : description.hashCode()); 

        result = prime * result 

                + ((filedate == null) ? 0 : filedate.hashCode()); 

        result = prime * result + (int) (id ^ (id >>> 32)); 

        result = prime * result 

                + ((inventors == null) ? 0 : inventors.hashCode()); 

        result = prime * result + ((name == null) ? 0 : name.hashCode()); 

        result = prime * result + ((number == null) ? 0 : number.hashCode()); 

        result = prime * result 
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                + ((primarycls == null) ? 0 : primarycls.hashCode()); 

        result = prime * result 

                + ((secondarycls == null) ? 0 : secondarycls.hashCode()); 

        return result; 

    } 

 

    @Override 

    public boolean equals(Object obj) { 

        if (this == obj) 

            return true; 

        if (obj == null) 

            return false; 

        if (getClass() != obj.getClass()) 

            return false; 

        Patent other = (Patent) obj; 

        if (abstracts == null) { 

            if (other.abstracts != null) 

                return false; 

        } else if (!abstracts.equals(other.abstracts)) 

            return false; 

        if (claims == null) { 

            if (other.claims != null) 

                return false; 

        } else if (!claims.equals(other.claims)) 

            return false; 

        if (description == null) { 

            if (other.description != null) 

                return false; 

        } else if (!description.equals(other.description)) 
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            return false; 

        if (filedate == null) { 

            if (other.filedate != null) 

                return false; 

        } else if (!filedate.equals(other.filedate)) 

            return false; 

        if (id != other.id) 

            return false; 

        if (inventors == null) { 

            if (other.inventors != null) 

                return false; 

        } else if (!inventors.equals(other.inventors)) 

            return false; 

        if (name == null) { 

            if (other.name != null) 

                return false; 

        } else if (!name.equals(other.name)) 

            return false; 

        if (number == null) { 

            if (other.number != null) 

                return false; 

        } else if (!number.equals(other.number)) 

            return false; 

        if (primarycls == null) { 

            if (other.primarycls != null) 

                return false; 

        } else if (!primarycls.equals(other.primarycls)) 

            return false; 

        if (secondarycls == null) { 
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            if (other.secondarycls != null) 

                return false; 

        } else if (!secondarycls.equals(other.secondarycls)) 

            return false; 

        return true; 

    } 

 

} 

Example of Mapping File Using the POJO Above 

<?xml version="1.0"?> 

<!DOCTYPE hibernate-mapping PUBLIC "-//Hibernate/Hibernate Mapping DTD 

3.0//EN" 

                                   "http://www.hibernate.org/dtd/hibernate-mapping-3.0.dtd"> 

<!-- Generated Mar 8, 2013 12:33:41 PM by Hibernate Tools 3.4.0.CR1 --> 

<hibernate-mapping> 

 <class name="edu.ttu.me.db.Patent" table="PATENT"> 

  <id name="id" type="long"> 

   <column name="ID"/> 

   <generator class="increment"/> 

  </id> 

  <property generated="never" lazy="false" name="number" 

type="java.lang.String"> 

   <column name="NUMBER"/> 

  </property> 

  <property generated="never" lazy="false" name="name" type="text"> 

   <column name="NAME"/> 

  </property> 

  <property generated="never" lazy="false" name="inventors" type="text"> 

   <column name="INVENTORS"/> 
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  </property> 

  <property generated="never" lazy="false" name="primarycls" 

type="java.lang.String"> 

   <column name="PRIMARYCLS"/> 

  </property> 

  <property generated="never" lazy="false" name="secondarycls" type="text"> 

   <column name="SECONDARYCLS"/> 

  </property> 

  <property generated="never" lazy="false" name="filedate" 

type="java.util.Date"> 

   <column name="FILEDATE"/> 

  </property> 

  <property generated="never" lazy="false" name="abstracts" type="text"> 

   <column name="ABSTRACTS"/> 

  </property> 

  <property generated="never" lazy="false" name="claims" type="text"> 

   <column name="CLAIMS"/> 

  </property> 

  <property generated="never" lazy="false" name="description" type="text"> 

   <column name="DESCRIPTION"/> 

  </property> 

 </class> 

</hibernate-mapping> 
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APPENDIX B 

LOGBACK AND ITS CONFIGURATION 

Properly logging system runtime behavior can provide invaluable information 

for debugging and testing during the development phase. In this project, the Logback 

API is adopted to provide logging framework. Similar to the Hibernate, Logback also 

utilize its configuration script to define logging behavior without the need of 

compiling codes. Example below is the configuration file for the Logback in XML 

format. 

Logback Configuration File 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

 

<configuration> 

  <appender name="FILE" 

class="ch.qos.logback.core.rolling.RollingFileAppender"> 

    <file>runtime.log</file> 

    <rollingPolicy class="ch.qos.logback.core.rolling.FixedWindowRollingPolicy"> 

      <fileNamePattern>runtime.%i.log.zip</fileNamePattern> 

      <minIndex>1</minIndex> 

      <maxIndex>10</maxIndex> 

    </rollingPolicy> 

 

    <triggeringPolicy 

class="ch.qos.logback.core.rolling.SizeBasedTriggeringPolicy"> 

      <maxFileSize>100MB</maxFileSize> 

    </triggeringPolicy> 

    <encoder> 

      <pattern>%d{HH:mm:ss.SSS} [%thread] %-5level %logger{100} -

 %msg%n</pattern> 

    </encoder> 
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  </appender> 

   

<logger name="org.hibernate.type" level="WARN" /> 

<logger name="org.hibernate" level="WARN" /> 

 

<!-- The following statement controls whether Hibernate SQL will be logged or not. 

Default is off.--> 

<logger name="org.hibernate.SQL" level="WARN"/> 

         

  <root level="INFO"> 

    <appender-ref ref="FILE" /> 

  </root> 

</configuration> 

 


